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Preface 

This book is different from the prior editions of the Analytics of Dynasty.  I have learned to 

embrace the present in the past two years.  There is a good amount of data that suggests winning 

in the present is a better bet than winning in the future.  My dynasty life experience reflects this 

anecdotally. While writing this edition, life has seemed less certain than in the writing process 

for past editions.  This convergence of factors has led me to forego struggling and embrace 

winning while we have the chance.    

I have to give thanks to the Analytics of Dynasty Subscribers and those who purchased the 

Analytics of Dynasty.  Your support and the conversations we have had continue to give me 

ideas for future work.   

I also need to thank my editors Adam Wilson and Jeff Albert.  Without their support, this book 

would never happen.   

Finally, I have to give thanks to my wife Sarah, who encouraged me to give up my full-time job 

as a lawyer and become a full-time podcaster and fantasy sports writer.  Life is better with her 

around.  I also want to thank Gracie and Caitlyn for giving me inspiration.   
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Chapter 1: A Recap of Prior Editions 
This is the 4th Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty.  The concepts in this edition jump off from 

the three prior editions.  This chapter includes some foundational elements of the Analytics of 

Dynasty strategy. If you are a past AOD subscriber, this will be a tune-up.  For a brand new 

AOD subscriber, this will be a catch-up.   

This chapter will cite prior editions of the Analytics of Dynasty where these topics are more 

thoroughly discussed.  You can find the full work at analyticsofdynasty.com/shop.  

Rule of 7/8- Rule of 105/112 
The easiest and simplest theory to follow for making smarter and more efficient dynasty 

decisions is the Rule of 7.    

The Rule of 7 is for every seven (7) points you improve your team's average weekly scoring 

during the 14-week regular season, you will add an expected win to your season total.  This 

concept was the result of a simple regression study of dynasty league win-loss records, which 

found the marginal point value of a win in a start 1-QB with 9 starting lineup positions is 7.465 

points.  For simplicity’s sake, this has been rounded down to the Rule of 7.   

The Rule of 7 is very helpful in the offseason when evaluating your team.  When looking to 

improve your team, think about making improvements in seven-point increments.  How will 

your team improve by two wins?  By adding fourteen points to your points per game.  You can 

do this in multiple ways, including adding several upgrades to your team or a single investment.  

When you are evaluating whether your team may take a step back from their prior season, think 

of ways the team may lose seven points per game.   

Once the season begins, the Rule of 7 becomes more complicated because the amount of time 

you can improve your points per game is shorter.  As a result, in season, it is better to use the 

Rule of 105.  In a 14-week regular season, you need to improve your team by 7.465 points per 

game, or 105 total points.  To improve by a win after Week 4, with 10 more games left in your 

regular season, you need to improve your team by 105 points the remainder of the season, or 

10.5 per game in the remaining ten weeks.  After Week 6, the number increases to 13.1 points 

per game over the remainder of the season.  The longer you wait to make an improvement to 

your roster, the less likely that improvement will increase your win percentage.   

For Superflex leagues with 10 starters, the marginal point value of a win increases to the Rule of 

8 and the Rule of 112. 

WORP Baselines 

Points over replacement player (PORP), is the amount of points a player scores above the 

replacement level of a player.  Wins over replacement player (WORP), is a metric that builds off 

the Rule of 7.  Using the player’s weekly production, you can measure how many wins a player 

can add to your team. Through this framework, you can evaluate all of your decisions in wins.  
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Unless otherwise stated the scoring used in PORP and WORP calculations is PPR with six points 

for passing touchdowns, and the replacement player at each position is as follows: 

• QB18 

• RB36 

• WR48 

• TE18 

The baseline for Quarterbacks and Tight Ends is 18 because one could generally assume to add a 

top 18 projected Quarterback or Tight End off the waiver wire in a week, or in deeper leagues, 

start a Quarterback or Tight End projected to be a top 18 player from your bench.  This might not 

be exactly true in each league, but the numbers in this range of positional finishes are relatively 

flat and a consistent identifiable metric point is critical to the baseline.  For example, if you 

cannot add a top 18 Quarterback, but instead a top 22 Quarterback, the difference in this range is 

negligible.  In Superflex or start 2QB leagues, the replacement level used is QB24.  Likewise, 

where leagues require two Tight Ends, the replacement level used is TE24.  

The baseline used for Running Backs is the RB36, which is a range where you can theoretically 

add a player off the waiver wire.  However, the Wide Receiver baseline is WR48.  The baseline 

is lower than Running Back for two reasons.  One, other metrics like starter weeks and seasonal 

finishes, look at Running Back and Wide Receiver on a top 24 baseline.  That is a universal look 

at the positions, but WORP is projecting a replacement baseline and a lower standard is 

appropriate at a position leagues typically allow you to start at least three players.  Two, the 

WORP data favors Running Backs heavily over Wide Receivers, so using WR48 as a baseline, a 

lower standard, is a conservative estimate and falls in a flat tier of replacement, similar to where 

RB36 falls.  For example, the difference between RB36 and RB48 are similarly as flat in 

projection and performance as WR48 and WR60.  Remember, the number is an estimate of a 

player’s overall impact, but within positions, the metric is very important.  When using it to 

compare across positions, use the metric as an informed estimate.   

The WORP data is based on the weekly statistics from FootballGuys.com (FBG).  The way the 

data by FBG calculates weekly statistics is an important feature of WORP.  If a player is on an 

active roster in a week, his stats count towards his WORP number.  On the other hand, if a player 

is not active in a week, he does not generate a weekly stat line on FBG and does not count 

towards his WORP.1  If a player is not active in a week, you will not start that player, so his 

value compared to replacement is irrelevant.   

 
1 This is an important fact.  When players do not play, they do not have an opportunity to produce above or below a 

replacement player.  This has important consequences for WORP.  First, games missed for injury, suspension, bye, 

or any other inactive reason do not hurt their WORP numbers.  Second, if players are active, but accumulate no 

stats, that game counts against their WORP.  Third, some of the WORP outcomes will look skewed, with players 

who see the field yet are bad producers performing worse in the metric than those who do not play at all.  Where 

there is an abnormality, for example with WRs in round 2 of rookie drafts performing worse in the metric than round 

4 WRs, this is the reason.  I’ve chosen to exclude missed weeks from the WORP calculus because they would not be 

a weekly consideration for your lineup when they are inactive but would potentially be a consideration when active.  
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Defining a Win 

Once the replacement level calculations are made, the last step in the process is to determine how 

much a win is.  As discussed above, a player who scores 105 points more than another, adds a 

win over that player in a 14-game season.   

The calculation for WORP is then: PORP/105.2 In Superflex leagues, the formula is PORP/112.    

Adjusted WORP 

While WORP is a cumulative stat, it is incomplete.  When I was first researching WORP, 

DeAngelo Williams inspired an adjustment for his experience in 2015.  Heading into the season, 

Williams was the backup Running Back in Pittsburgh and had the opportunity to start the first 

two games of the season when Le’Veon Bell was suspended. 

During the first two games, Williams started, and was RB1, with 45.4 PPR points.  When Bell 

returned, Williams went back to the bench as a pure backup.  Williams scored a total of 20.3 

points in the following six games, a steep fall-off from his early-season dominance.  Bell was 

lost for the season after Week 8 and Williams again became the starting running back for the 

Steelers.  From Week 9 through Week 17, Williams was again the RB1, scoring 167.70 total 

points.  

Overall, on the season, Williams was a dominant Running Back.  He was RB6 on the season, 

with almost all of his production confined to 10 games.   

Williams’s season was a binary type outcome: well above replacement when Bell missed time 

and below replacement when Bell started.   

This is a common issue when evaluating backup Running Backs.  They can have large impacts in 

short sample sizes when the starter is injured or otherwise misses time, yet this is not identified 

or appreciated in traditional metrics like total points or points per game.   

The adjusted wins over replacement player (aWORP) metric addresses this problem and 

identifies clear value opportunities.  aWORP is a player’s PORP for a given week multiplied by 

their starting percentage in a week.3 

aWORP captures the true impact of a player’s performance.  The Wide Receiver that produces a 

25-point week out of the blue, while in 5% of lineups has a small impact in terms of actually 

winning games.  Meanwhile, a backup Running Back who fills in for an injured starter and 

 
That is the cleanest decision to make, despite some seemingly odd outcomes.  Keep these facts in mind, if and when 

there is an odd outcome,  

2 WORP data at times will look skewed toward the positive, particularly in rookie drafts.  For a variety of reasons, 

the low WORP numbers tend not to show up.  Players far below the replacement baseline are not drafted in startup 

drafts, while other players below baseline will not play, so they do not earn negative grades.   
3 The starting percentage was collected from MyFantasyLeague.com.   
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produces a 25-point game while in 75% of lineups can actually influence outcomes across 

fantasy football leagues. 

DeAngelo Williams finished with an aWORP of .84 which is 21% higher than his WORP, a 

difference-making performance, especially considering he was virtually free before the season.4  

This story is a yearly one. Williams happened to inspire the research, while it is Latavius 

Murray’s 2019 season that is the logo for the Analytics of Dynasty.  With starter Alvin Kamara 

out for Week 7 and 8, Murray started, scored 68.7 points, was the RB1 for the two weeks, and 

led the RB2 by 8.8 points.   

WORP Simulations 

In the Analytics of Dynasty 2020 Edition, there was a study on the implications of aWORP on 

roster construction.  The study was a simulation where teams were assigned to draft two 

quarterbacks, two tight ends, and a total of 16 running backs and wide receivers with a minimum 

of 4 and a maximum of 12.  Each combination, from four running backs to 12 wide receivers 

through 12 running backs to four wide receivers and all points in between, was measured in 

terms of aWORP.   

The bottom-line conclusion from the simulations was stark: on average, each added running back 

increases the Y1-3 aWORP by 0.17.  You can see the average aWORP for each running back 

and wide receiver combination in the chart below.   

 

Over the course of three years, that may not seem like a big difference, but looking deeper 

provides critical takeaways.   

The median, or the middle simulation, is lower at each positional combination than the average.  

The practical impact is the teams near the bottom of the simulations perform close to each other, 

while the higher-performing teams are more spread out.  For example, the neutral roster 

construction, of two quarterbacks, eight running backs, eight wide receivers, and two tight ends 

is depicted in the graph below. 

 
4 Like WORP, it is important to note a caveat with aWORP.  There will be a large percentage of players centering 

around 0 for aWORP.  These are players who either did not generate stats for a WORP calculation from being 

inactive or players that were not started, and thus had 0 as a starting percentage multiplied by their start percentage.   
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The distribution sees a peak around the median of 14.79 Y1-3 aWORP, to the left of the average 

15.07 Y1-3 aWORP.  This indicates the left tail, or the weak teams in the distribution, get 

bunched together in a tight cluster. This type of distribution is consistent through each of the nine 

roster combinations.  Each roster construction has a peak near the left of the distribution with a 

gradual tail toward the right where the elite teams are found.   

To look at the distribution an additional way is to look at the percentile rank for each 

distribution.  For example, teams in the top 8% would represent the best team in a 12-team 

league.  The top 25% would represent the top three teams.  Likewise, the bottom 25% would 

represent the bottom three teams, while the bottom 8% would represent the worst team in a 

league. 

The chart below illustrates the top 8% threshold, top 25% threshold, average, bottom 25% 

threshold, and the bottom 8% threshold for the simulations run for each positional combination.  
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One of the most significant features of the simulations is the bottom three lines.  There is little 

difference between the bottom 25% and the bottom 8%.  They are between 0.34 and 0.38 

aWORP difference in Y1-3, which is between a 0.11 and a 0.13 adjusted win difference per 

season.   

On the flip side, there is a tremendous incentive to chase a high upside outcome.  The top 25% 

threshold is on average 0.53 aWORP above average in Y1-3 or about 0.18 wins per season.  The 

gap between the top 25% and top 8% is substantial.  The top 8% threshold has an average of 1.83 

aWORP above average in Y1-3 or 0.61 wins per season.   

When constructing startup strategies, team building, and trades, keep this in mind. In terms of 

both players and teams, there is a big difference between the middle and the elite, while there is 

little difference between the middle and the bottom.   

The specific constructs are also important.  The average team with 12 running backs produced 

15.76 aWORP in Y1-3, well above, the 14.89 aWORP of the top 25% threshold for teams with 

four running backs.  By simply adding more running backs in roster construction at the expense 

of wide receivers, your range of outcomes rises, and your average outcomes can outproduce 

high-end outcomes at lower running back roster constructions.   

Undoubtedly, teams roster more aWORP than can be started in lineups.  The aWORP represents 

the overall market’s use of a player through his starter rate, so the full value of the aWORP is 

unlikely to be realized on an actual roster.  Similarly, no rosters will remain static throughout 

three years and the simulations do not factor in potential trades, adds and drops, or the rookie 

picks selected in future years.   

This data has massive implications, which I have come to embrace more and more with each 

year, as you will see in the final chapter on team building.  Embracing a high upside mentality 
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can be the difference between a first round bye in the fantasy playoffs and a three-seed that loses 

in week 15.  The top team is on average 1.31 aWORP in Y1-3 higher than the third team.  When 

attempting to win a dynasty league, the most important thing you can do is earn a bye with a 

strong regular season.  By embracing aggression, both in roster construction and player selection, 

you are maximizing the odds of achieving a top 8% outcome.  With the weak teams performing 

close together, there is not a significant downside in taking an aggressive mindset.  The worst 

outcome is that you finish in last place, and “earn” the 1.01 in a rookie class.   

The Most Important = Score More Points 
Scoring more points wins more fantasy games.  Period.  End Stop.   

Below is a graph of the average weekly points per game (PPG) and the team’s corresponding all-

play win percentage.  This was from a 624-team sample used in the Analytics of Dynasty 2020 

Edition.  There is a direct relationship between PPG and all-play winning percentage: as a team 

scores more points their all-play win percentage goes up.   

 

The teams in the chart above are the 624 teams across the 52 12-team leagues in the sample.  The 

average score is 140.48 PPG with a median of 140.41 PPG.  The difference between an expected 

win was 7.4 PPG.  This means from week 1 through 13, every additional 7.4 PPG, or 96.15 total 

points a team scored they expected to add another win to their record.   

The correlation between PPG and all-play win percentage is strong, with an r-squared of 0.95.  

This means 95% of the variance in the all-play record is explained by the number of points a 

team averaged.   
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With 95% of all-play win percentage explained by PPG, owners looking to improve their teams 

should focus on adding points.  The 5% of all play win percentage not explained by PPG is a 

combination of factors, including the distribution of your team’s points and the distribution of 

your opponent’s points.   

It is hardly a major discovery to find scoring points results in more wins.  However, the 

offseason will be filled with discussions and debates about players and strategies that focus on 

things entirely different than how many points your team will score.    

For example, the consistency of team scoring and player scoring is a common topic of 

conversation.  However, there is no actual data-based evidence to suggest that consistent teams 

perform better than inconsistent teams.  Instead, the standard deviation of weekly scoring 

(weekly scoring consistency) and all-play record are a random walk.  Likewise, teams with lower 

standard deviations do not get “luck wins” or overperform their record more than teams with 

higher standard deviations. 

Despite the narrative that consistency is important, the reality is teams are widely variant during 

the season, and consistency does not indicate a better team.  In fact, consistency for the sake of 

consistency is counterproductive.  The De’Angelo Williams example above is illustrative.  

Would you rather have De’Angelo Williams who finished as RB6 with 233.4 points but scored 

91% of his scoring in 10 weeks or another running back, who scored the same 233.4 points but in 

16, 14.5875-point installments?   

If you want to win, you want Williams, who scored 21.3 points in the 10 games he started.  In the 

weeks he did not start, you could replace him with a replacement-level player, averaging 10 

points per week.  This effectively creates a 17.1 PPG running back over a 16-week sample, or 

.33 WORP advantage over the running back consistently scoring 14.5875-point installments.  

This again assumes you would start a simple replacement player in your Williams spot, which if 

you built your roster correctly, with several injury away running back options, you likely 

improved on this with other spot starters.   

By rejecting consistency, and embracing the power of variance, particularly at the running back 

position where you can harness the power of variance, you can create big marginal gains.    

Why Zero RB Works 
There have been many impactful fantasy football articles written throughout fantasy football 

history, but two of the most consequential for Analytics of Dynasty revolve around the theory of 

zero RB.  

Shawn Siegle’s Article Zero RB, Antifragility, And The Myth Of Value-Based Drafting5 led a 

drafting and strategic revolution in fantasy football.  Siegle based his strategy around Nassim 

Nicholas Taleb’s concept of antifragility.  Antifragility is the concept that “[s]ome things benefit 

 
5  Siegele, Shawn. “Zero RB, Antifragility, and the Myth of Value-Based ...” Rotoviz.com, Rotoviz, 2 Nov. 2013, 

https://www.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/. 

w.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/ (last accessed 11/12/21).   

https://www.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/
https://www.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/
https://www.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/
https://www.rotoviz.com/2013/11/zero-rb-antifragility-and-the-myth-of-value-based-drafting/
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from shocks; they thrive and grow when exposed to volatility, randomness, disorder, and 

stressors and love adventure. Yet in spite of the ubiquity of the phenomenon, there is no word for 

the exact opposite of fragile. Let us call it antifragile. Antifragility is beyond resilience or 

robustness. The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better.”   

Siegle’s work advocated Zero RB as an antifragile strategy. Waiting on the Running Back 

position, while selecting more stable wide receivers and tight ends, will benefit from injuries 

suffered by elite Running Backs.   

Josh Hermsmeyer expanded on the theory in 2016, writing, Why Zero Running Back Works: 

Quantifying Injury Rates6, Hermsmeyer studied the injury rate of running backs and wide 

receivers from 2009 through 2015.   

Below is a chart of the injury rate, or probability of missing one or more games, for the top 24 

running backs and wide receivers in seasonal ADP, with a 16-game regular season.   

 

On average in the old 16-game schedule format, 57.73% of the top 24 Running Backs miss at 

least one game.  Hermsmeyer’s study found the rate between 50% and 64.88% with 95% 

confidence.  In other words, you can reasonably expect between 12 and 16 of the top 24 running 

backs in seasonal ADP to miss at least one game.   

The serious injury rate, injuries that force a player to miss four or more consecutive games, is 

substantial as shown in the chart below.   

 

Between 8.65 and 13.36 top 24 Running Backs in seasonal ADP miss four or more consecutive 

games with an average of 10.9 suffering serious injuries.  That is almost 2.5 times the average of 

4.3 top 24 Wide Receivers who suffer a serious injury.   

The impact of this is difficult to understate.  The extrapolation in the chart below speaks to the 

significance of the injury rate for Running Backs for fantasy purposes.   

 
6 Hermsmeyer, Josh. “Why Zero RB Works: Quantifying Positional Injury Rates ...” Rotoviz.com, Rotoviz, 8 Aug. 

2016, https://www.rotoviz.com/2016/08/why-zero-rb-works-quantifying-injury-rates/. 
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Under the old 16-game schedule, to suffer a serious injury, which forces a running back to miss 

four or more games, the injury would by definition need to occur before the player’s 13th game.  

With the inclusion of byes, serious injuries must occur within the first 13 weeks of the NFL 

season.  When you divide the injury rate by 12, the games wherein the injury must occur, you 

find the weekly serious injury rate for players.  On the low range of the confidence interval, 

3.01% of the top 24 will suffer a serious injury in a week and the high range 4.64% will suffer a 

serious injury, with an average of 3.78%.  On the low end, that is 0.72 serious injuries with 1.11 

on the high end and an average of 0.91 per week.   

If you apply the same expected injury rate to the new 17-game NFL regular season with 14-

regular season fantasy games, you would expect 9.36 running backs to suffer a serious injury on 

the low end and 14.48 on the high end, with an average of 11.83.  With the added amount of 

games, the injury risk may be higher as the cumulative effect of the workload adds up to higher 

injuries.  Additionally, under the new injured reserve rule implemented in 2020, allowing teams 

to place a player on injured reserve and return them to the active roster after three games, the 

structure of the injury rates may change.  Likewise, a 17-game regular season may create an 

incentive for teams to hold out injured players for a week to reduce multiple-week injuries.  The 

changing rules will need to be studied, but should not harm the value of backup Running Backs.   

This creates a large number of opportunities for Running Backs to be weekly starter options at 

worst or long-term fill-ins at best.  With injury information available before setting your lineups, 

you can capitalize on the injury rate of the Running Back position more than the Wide Receiver 

position.   

Backup running backs benefit from the injury risk faced by starting Running Backs. The resilient 

strategy would be to insulate your Running Backs you select early in your draft with their own 

backup Running Backs, so in the event your high-priced starter is hurt, you have a readily 

available replacement on your roster.  This is similar to purchasing insurance on your own home.  

In the event of a fire, you can collect the insurance payment, and will not go broke on your 

investment.   

A truly antifragile roster construction has a heavy emphasis on rostering the backup Running 

Backs of those running backs not on your roster.  Instead of insuring your own home, this is the 

equivalent of finding the person in your neighborhood who likes to smoke cigarettes in bed when 

drunk and purchasing insurance on their house.  In the high likelihood they have a fire at their 

house, you can collect the insurance and keep your own house.   

By passing on high price Running Backs and relying on more stable options of Wide Receivers, 

Tight Ends, and Quarterbacks in Superflex leagues, while you roster a lot of backup Running 
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Backs, you benefit from the injuries hurting the quality of other teams while also improving your 

roster.  This double impact can quickly change the direction of the league.   

Rookie Picks Are Undervalued* 
The value of rookie picks is one of the most debated issues in all of dynasty fantasy football.  As 

a general matter, rookie picks are undervalued but it is complicated. 

The 2020 Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty addressed three different aspects of rookie pick 

valuation: actual production, perceived value, and utility.  After two years, rookie picks are still 

undervalued, particularly if you exploited their perceived value and utility.   

a. Actual Value of Rookie Picks 

Future first round rookie picks are often referred to as random future first round rookie picks.  

The random nature of the pick is typically viewed as a way to express a neutral team’s rookie 

pick.  While the pick is random, the market has a perception of the value.  Below is a Twitter 

poll that measured the perceived value of random future first round rookie picks.   

 

For the value of a future rookie pick, only 11% viewed the pick in the range of picks one through 

five.  Meanwhile, a majority, 56%, viewed the pick as the middle of the round, in the range of 

picks six and seven.  Finally, 33% viewed the pick as a later first round pick, in the range of 

picks eight through 12.   

The true middle of the round would be the 1.065 pick, directly between the 6th and 7th pick, so 

the majority answer is far from surprising.  Yet, from a value perspective, that misses critical 

points.  

Below is the result of a regression of rookie picks from 2008 through 2016 that show the 

expected Y1-3 WORP of each pick in start 1QB rookie drafts.   
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Noticeably, there is a peak at 1.01 rookie pick, and a steep decline over the first 6 picks, before 

the picks gradually decline through the final 42 rookie picks of a four round rookie draft.  For 

example, the 1.01 rookie pick is worth 1.74 Y1-3 WORP, while the 1.06 rookie pick is worth 

0.83 Y1-3 WORP, which is a difference of 0.91 Y1-3 WORP.  To find a drop of the same size, 

you would have to go from the 1.06 rookie pick to the 3.12 rookie pick, a full two and a half 

rounds later in a rookie draft.   

This has massive implications for rookie picks.  As a result of the shape of the curve of WORP 

values, a random drawing of rookie picks generates a 0.89 Y1-3 WORP for a random future first, 

which is just below the 0.92 Y1-3 WORP of the 1.05 rookie pick. Notably, this is 13% higher 

than the 1.065 pick, or the true middle of the first round where 56% of the owners value the 

random first round pick.  This is a clear efficiency that is not perceived by the market, as a 

random shot at picks is higher than the middle of the round because the upside of randomly 

getting a 1.01 or 1.02 pick far outweighs the downside of a 1.11 or 1.12 pick.  By viewing the 

random pick as the 1.05, you are putting the proper emphasis on the upside of the random future 

first round rookie pick.   

b. Perception of the picks 

The market’s perception of the value of rookie picks is misplaced for at least two critical reasons.  

First, the market misunderstands the dispersion of teams.  When looking at the non-playoff or 

top 6 picks in a 12 team league, there is a narrow range of aWORP.  For example, the difference 

between the median or middle team in a league and the bottom 8% is 0.84 aWORP in Y1-3, 

which is 0.28 aWORP per season.  Essentially, you could expect five teams to fall in a range of 

less than one-third of aWORP per season.     

Critically, the differences between non-playoff teams is close while there is not a big gap 

between low-end playoff teams and the non-playoff teams.  The teams that truly differentiate 
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themselves are the very elite and the very bad teams, and those teams are typically only evident 

after the fact.  With the variance of matchups and unpredictability of in-season events, there is 

more randomness in future rookie picks when acquiring them before the season than the market 

appreciates.  

Second, the market overestimates their picks as dynasty GMs have a bias towards the quality of 

their future first round rookie pick.  When making a trade for a future first round pick, the 

opposing GM is not valuing their pick as a random first round rookie pick.  Instead, they are 

more likely valuing the pick as a playoff first round pick, or a pick between 1.07 and 1.12 of a 

rookie draft.   

This was demonstrated in a survey of owners after a 12-team startup dynasty draft in the spring 

of 2019.  10 of the 12 teams responded when they were simply asked what their odds of winning 

the championship in Y1 of the startup league.    

The responses are in the chart below showing each team’s stated odds to win, the total odds to 

win, and the average of those odds.  The extrapolated total is the average of the 10 responses 

times 12.   

 

Two of the teams were largely pessimistic, the result of a long-term build aimed at a Y2 or later 

contending window.  These two teams were teams seven and nine who answered 3% and 5% 

respectively.  Six teams thought they had strong startups and liked their odds.  They estimated 

their odds to win at between 10% and 20%.  Two teams thought they were dominant and 

estimated their odds at 65%.   

The average estimation of the odds was 22.6%, and if you put the average as the placeholder for 

the two teams that did not respond, the extrapolated total is 271% chance to win the league in 

Y1.  This was a traditional 12-team league that crowned only one champion, so there is a 100% 

chance of winning a championship, where each had an average of an 8.3% chance of winning the 

league.  Yet, the average estimate by owners was 2.7 times higher than the average likelihood to 
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win the league.  Even if you used the median value, 15.5%, the stated odds of the dynasty GMs 

extrapolate to 186%, a smaller but still significant overestimate of odds.   

The phenomenon is not limited to one league.  Below is a Twitter poll posted in May 2019, 

which asked in what percent of your dynasty leagues do you expect to win a championship this 

season?   

 

As with any poll on Twitter, this poll is not scientific, but the numbers are instructive.  44% of 

respondents thought they would win 30% or more of their leagues.  That is just short of four 

times the average chance of a team.  On the other side, 19% of respondents put their odds of less 

than 10% which is in line with the average odds in a 12-team league.   

This is a classic case of overconfidence bias and it is not unique to fantasy football, as social 

science has explored the topic for years.  In 1977, Professor Ola Svenson wrote a paper 

discussing the topic.  In the study, Professor Svenson found that 93% of respondents to a survey 

believed they were more skillful drivers than the median driver.7  This confidence has the effect 

 

7 Ola Svenson, ARE WE ALL LESS RISKY AND MORE SKILLFUL THAN OUR FELLOW 

DRIVERS?, Acta Psychologica 47 (1981). 
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where “believing oneself as more skillful than others may lead to greater risk taking which is 

positively reinforced for those who ‘win the game’ and are successful.”8  

The overconfidence bias is real in dynasty fantasy football.  Ask around your league, and you 

will find GMs are highly confident in their teams, beyond what is mathematically possible.  This 

is highly exploitable in startup drafts and trades.   

If the market GM is more than doubling their chance to win the championship, the GM is 

overpricing the chance of making the playoffs.  Trading for rookie picks is a good opportunity 

for upside and can be done at a cheaper price than the true cost when GMs earmark the picks as 

playoff picks.   With this phenomenon, dynasty GMs are underpricing their own first round 

picks, particularly with the close grouping of teams at the bottom of the distribution of teams.   

c. Utility Value 

The utility of future picks is difficult to understate and is valuable for multiple reasons.  First, 

when viewing picks in the future, there is a discount the dynasty market associates with waiting 

for future picks. For example, dynasty GMs view present picks as more valuable than future 

picks.  In a neutral setting, picks two years into the future will be worth less than present picks or 

picks a year into the future.   

This is common in finance, where the time value of money (TVM) concept says an equal sum of 

money is preferred in the present than the same sum of money in the future.  The money in the 

present can return interest or be invested, and gain value over time above the original amount.   

For example, according to Investopedia.com, TVM “draws from the idea that rational investors 

prefer to receive money today rather than the same amount of money in the future because of 

money’s potential to grow in value over a given period of time. For example, money deposited 

into a savings account earns a certain interest rate and is therefore said to be compounding in 

value.”9   

This common perception causes owners to believe that rookie picks, like in the example of 

money, are most valuable by making the pick in the present because the player you select will 

grow in value.  While the stock market has grown over the long term, that is not true in dynasty 

fantasy football.  Some players will rise in value, but there are many players who will get 

injured, disappoint, lose their jobs, retire, get arrested, or otherwise lose their market value.   

With a future rookie pick, there is virtually none of this individualized risk.  While a class may 

be better or worse than expected, there is a general range of assets the pick will be worth.  

Typically, at worst, a random future first round rookie pick will allow you to select a day one 

wide receiver, day one tight end, or day two running back.  The pick will not get injured, 

disappoint, lose their job, get arrested, or retire while it sits on your list of future picks.  This 

gives picks a hidden value, as they have limited risk.   

 
8 Id.   
9 Investopedia.com, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/timevalueofmoney.asp (Last accessed, 7/5/19). 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/timevalueofmoney.asp
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Second, as a result of the picks being reduced in value, as you own them, they will increase in 

value.  Like a savings bond, the pick is virtually free of risk and assured to go up in value as you 

own it.  This is a great source of value growth opportunity as few things are more assured in 

dynasty fantasy football than the fact rookie picks go up in value as they get closer to the time on 

the clock.   

Third, while the pick is for a future rookie draft, that does not mean you need to wait until the 

draft to use the pick.  The pick can be traded at any point for a player.  What you lose in the 

TVM, you gain in liquidity and security.  In many ways, the future rookie pick is more valuable 

than an individual player you would select with the pick because the market is bigger for the pick 

than the individual player.  Only so many opposing GMs will have interest in an individual 

player you have on your roster, while the rookie pick will have a more diverse set of GMs 

interested in the trade market.   

Fourth, picks do not count against your roster limit.  By owning rookie picks, you will be 

stashing additional assets than your average opponent.  This is especially important in small 

roster leagues, like FFPC where the rules only allow 20 rosters, and limit dynasty teams to 14 

players on the roster with a kicker and a defense after the offseason cut down date before the 

rookie draft.   

The value of picks, usable in trades, along with the perceived value, make them great 

investments, particularly before you make the pick.  Up until the point you make the pick, the 

picks are largely liquid assets with wide marketability.  This also has the added benefit of 

arbitraging rookie profiles.  Using the picks to trade down, to select a similar profile while 

adding more assets, is a particularly lucrative use of picks.  Likewise, trading down for veteran 

options can be highly profitable in the short and long terms.   

Going Forward 
The remainder of the book is built on the foundations of the past editions, including the base 

rates and density rates which shape the profiles.   
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Chapter 2: Base Rates and Density Revisited 
A significant amount of dynasty fantasy football strategy can be summarized as “pick this player 

instead of that player.”  There is a place for this type of analysis, but as a teambuilding system, it 

fails.  

For example, if you are given the choice to pick between two different players with a five-round 

gap in average draft position (ADP), you should be selecting the player with the better ADP 

more often than not.  ADP is useful to the extent it is a market-based measure that incorporates a 

variety of opinions.  When the ADP is a true measure of the market, the value of players, like in 

any free market, will trend towards efficiency.   As a result, players that go earlier in drafts will 

have higher odds to perform better than players that go five rounds later in the draft.   

While picking based on ADP has some merit, if you picked based on ADP as a teambuilding 

strategy, your team will be close to average.  Important edges can be maximized when we 

incorporate player profiles in addition to ADP.  Studying profiles over players is a highly 

profitable way to play dynasty fantasy football.  Instead of picking between individual players, 

you should find profitable profiles then locate players that reflect those profiles.   

This is a great way to frame your thinking in both startup drafts and existing leagues.  For 

example, identifying players that are similar profiles but trading at massively different values is 

one of the most profitable trading strategies in dynasty fantasy football.   

The 2020 Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty developed the idea of base rates and density rates.  

A base rate is the historical odds of an event given a specific set of circumstances.  For example, 

Phoenix, Arizona has 299 sunny days each year.  In general, knowing nothing else, there is an 

81.9% chance a random day in Phoenix is sunny.10   

Base Rates 
For dynasty fantasy football, there are four keys to base rates: position, NFL Draft Round, prior 

success, and experience in the NFL.  This is similar to the weather in Phoenix.  In May and June, 

there is basically zero rain in Phoenix.  With this knowledge, estimating the odds of a sunny day 

in May and June, you would say it is higher than the 81.9% yearly rate.  In the remainder of the 

chapter, base rates refer to those players who have not hit for a starter season in their career.  For 

Quarterbacks and Tight Ends, this is a top 12 seasonal finish while for Running Backs and Wide 

Receivers this is a top 24 seasonal finish.    

Dynasty analysts will tell you they know how to project a player.  There are really strong 

opinions on specific players, because of the amount of study and conversation. The reality is 

base rates and the market value of a player are far better guides about a player’s future 

production profile.  

The use of base rates is an important starting point.  You may know more about a player than 

simply his time in the NFL and the round he was selected in the NFL Draft but be careful you do 

 
10 

https://www.bestplaces.net/climate/city/arizona/phoenix 

https://www.bestplaces.net/climate/city/arizona/phoenix
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not overestimate your certainty on a player because the information you know may already be 

baked into the market cost of the player.  University of Pennsylvania Statistics Professor Cade 

Massey highlighted the “challenge with base rates . . . when you pay a lot of attention, or you’re 

a real expert, you have additional information to bring to the base rate, why settle for just using 

that base rate when I have all this other information?  That’s a trap.  We can all get pulled into 

that trap.”11  

With more information and knowledge about a topic, the more you think you can outperform 

base rates, but caution should be exercised.  There are a variety of factors that could change the 

base rate, including prior production, injury history, suspensions, and roster competition, among 

others, but beginning with the base rate of a player is a good place to start, particularly with 

rookies, before you begin to move your opinion on a player.   

There are two easy rules of thumb to follow when incorporating base rates.  First, when the base 

rate and market price of a player are different, regress the base rate heavily toward the market-

implied hit rate, particularly for non-rookies.  For these non-rookies, the market will give a good 

amount of information in addition to the base rate that is very valuable, like team situation, depth 

chart competition, and injuries.    Second, if you want to add your own knowledge to the base 

rate, use the combined base rate and market rate as two-thirds of the player’s valuation and 

combine that with one-third of your own opinion on a player’s hit rate.  

Quarterback Base Rates 

When it comes to base rates, the Quarterback position is the most elitist position, but even the 

elites are barely better than 50-50 bets.  First round Quarterbacks hit 54% of the time, which 

drops significantly to 20% for second-round NFL Draft picks, and 13% and 12% for third and 

fourth round Quarterbacks respectively.  Notably, the hit rate entering year three (16%) for 

second round Quarterbacks drops off substantially to second round Quarterbacks entering year 

four (6%).  This is a good reminder the discussion throughout the pre-draft process of the 

“developmental” Quarterback is an uncommon occurrence.  Hits from day three of the NFL 

Draft happen but are very uncommon.   

 
11 Wharton Moneyball Podcast, 2/5/20, https://businessradio.wharton.upenn.edu/wharton-moneyball/.  

https://businessradio.wharton.upenn.edu/wharton-moneyball/
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While understanding overall hit rates is helpful, the first three years of a career can shed valuable 

light on the trajectory of players at the position.  Later career hits can be a small portion of a 

player’s career, but in the 2020s, if a Quarterback is not productive in their rookie contract, they 

are likely not going to be valuable in dynasty fantasy football.  Career arcs like Aaron Rodgers 

and Phillip Rivers, who sat behind starters early in their career before ascending to high-level 

careers are becoming very uncommon.   

46% of first round Quarterbacks hit for a starter season in the first three years of their career.  

29% of the first round Quarterbacks hit once, while 13% hit for two of those three years.  It is 

very rare for Quarterbacks to start their career with three straight starter seasons.   

 

Further breaking down the first round of the NFL Draft into the top 10 and non-top 10 picks is 

instructive.  85% of non-top 10 picks fail to hit in the first three years.  More Quarterbacks in the 

top 10 picks of the draft hit multiple times (21%) than non-top 10 picks hit at all in the first three 

years of their career (20%).   
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In using these historical hit rates, it is important to consider the context within which they 

occurred.  Below are the Quarterbacks drafted in the first round of the NFL Draft this century, 

sorted by those in the top 10 picks versus the non-top 10 picks.   

 

The trend in recent years has seen at least two top 10 Quarterbacks selected early year since 

2015, with spike years in 2018 (4 Quarterbacks), 2020 (3 Quarterbacks), and 2021 (3 

Quarterbacks). With the continuously growing importance of the Quarterback position, it is not 

surprising Quarterbacks are going earlier in the NFL Draft in recent years.   

In this landscape, another consideration to make is how to value non-top 10 first round picks 

where there is a strong top 10 class.  For example, in 2021, Justin Fields (11th overall) and Mac 

Jones (15th overall) were selected outside the top 10 in a class with three top 10 picks in Trevor 

Lawrence (1st overall), Zach Wilson (2nd overall), and Trey Lance (3rd overall).  In this situation, 

you should have a higher opinion of a player like Jones, the fifth Quarterback off the board at 15 

overall, than E.J. Manuel, the first Quarterback off the board at 16 overall in the 2013 NFL Draft. 

With demand increasing for franchise Quarterbacks, those Quarterbacks that fall in the draft 

should be compared to their draft class.  If they are in a bad class without elite picks, their fall is 

a troubling sign.  If they are in a good class with several elite picks, they may be a value pick in 

your dynasty league.   

When further teasing out the ranges of the first round, the picks between 11 and 20 have 

substantially higher production than the last 12 picks.   
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From 2000 through 2017 there was not a Y1-3 from the last 12 picks of the drafts, as the success 

stories from the range, Aaron Rodgers hit in Y4 for the first time, and Lamar Jackson was 

drafted in 2018.   

There is a clear difference in the range between top 10 and non-top 10 picks, with an additional 

step down outside the top 20.  The picks between 11 and 20 have a lesser hit rate than top 10 

picks, but curiously a better multiple hit rate (22% to 21%).  The sample sizes are small, so 

caution should be used in the data, but it is unsurprising the Quarterbacks would have worse hit 

rates later in the round.  The recent later picks all have a “developmental” feel, including Jordan 

Love (26th overall), Jackson (32nd overall), Paxton Lynch (26th overall), Johnny Manziel (22nd 

overall), Teddy Bridgewater (32nd overall), Brandon Weeden (22nd overall), and Tim Tebow 

(25th overall) selected in the range since 2010.   

The research on NFL Draft pedigree has given rise to arbitrage opportunities.  From the 2021 

Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty, is probably the most consequential Quarterback rookie 

drafting finding, in the series:  

A significant trend in recent rookie drafts has been top 10 NFL Draft picks falling 

in rookie pick valuation.  There is a limited sample size between 2008 and 2017 

with 17 Quarterbacks selected in the top 10 picks of the NFL Draft.  However, 

rookie season ADP is not statistically significant at predicting the top 10 

Quarterback hit rate.  This is an indication of how unpredictable the success of 

Quarterbacks is.   

This is a terrific inefficiency to exploit.  Simply put, when there is a spread in the 

market between top 10 picks in a rookie draft class, avoid the expensive player 

and make the discount player a target player.  Call this the Josh Allen Rule.  

Similar examples have been Daniel Jones and Justin Herbert.  While the data is 

start 1QB ADP, the same principle holds for Superflex leagues and Superflex 

startup drafts.12   

Treating Quarterbacks as random within their asset class can be a huge edge.  For example, 

where there are four top 10 Quarterbacks, your best bet is to wait or trade down to the later 

options, than to stay high in the draft or trade up to select the first in the draft.   

I implemented this strategy in the 2021 rookie draft season through a two-part trade.  I entered 

the rookie draft season with 1.01 and 1.03 in a Superflex and Tight End Premium (2PPR) league.  

 
12 

You can find the Analytics of Dynasty 2021 Edition at https://analyticsofdynasty.com/product/aod2021/.   

https://analyticsofdynasty.com/product/aod2021/
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The initial trade gave up 1.03 for Kirk Cousins, Jamaal Williams, Mark Andrews, and 2.04, 

before trading 1.01, 4.03, and John Brown to get the 1.03 back along with 2022 1st round, 2022 

2nd round rookie pick, and Tyler Higbee.  Instead of Trevor Lawrence at 1.01, I left myself the 

possibility to take another Quarterback at 1.03, while adding a usable starter in Kirk Cousins, a 

core Tight End in Mark Andrews, contributing assets like Tyler Higbee and Jamaal Williams, 

along with the future picks.   

This trade reflected the idea high-priced rookie Quarterback assets are valuable but dangerous 

and random among themselves.  Instead of taking the most expensive player of the profile 

(Lawrence), I pivoted to multiple veteran producers who could also help my team, while leaving 

myself the option to a similar odds bet at 1.03 by embracing the randomness of the four 

Quarterbacks selected in the top 11 picks of the NFL Draft.  This is amongst the most profitable 

trades in dynasty because there will always be buyers for elite picks in good rookie Quarterback 

classes.   

Running Back Base Rates 

Running Backs selected in the first round of the NFL Draft are some of the best bets in all of 

dynasty fantasy football.  82% of the Running Backs drafted in the first round of the NFL draft 

have hit for a top 24 seasonal finish.  For those who do not hit in their rookie season, the base 

rate drops to 69% and 53% after missing the first two years.  Put another way, first round 

Running Backs who missed through year one had a better hit rate than incoming second round 

players, and those who missed through two years have a better hit rate than third round rookies.  

After year three, there is a substantial cliff, with a fall from 53% to 27%.    

 

Generally, Running Back hit rates are divided by the days of the NFL Draft.  The first day has a 

cliff, where the second-day selections are a near 50-50 shot before day three falls below 25%.   
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Notably, the half-life or the time it takes for the hit rate to fall by more than half is after three 

years, with the exception of round five Running Backs, who fall by more than half after year 

two.   

Wide Receiver Base Rates 

At similar draft costs, Wide Receivers have a lower base rate than Running Backs.  For example, 

the base rate of a first round Wide Receiver (48%) mirrors the third round of Running Backs 

(46%) this century. 

 

This can have a major consequence and be a source of value.  In the 2020 class, my Footballguys 

co-host Chad Parsons and I, coming off a championship appearance, selected second round pick 

Running Back AJ Dillon ahead of first round Wide Receiver Justin Jefferson.   

The bet was an odds-based bet on two fronts.  First, AJ Dillon (58%) had a higher base rate than 

Justin Jefferson (48%).  Simply put, Dillon’s prior comps were more likely to be fantasy starters 

than Jefferson’s.  Second, the consequence of a Dillon hit was higher than a Jefferson’s hit.  

Even in a short sample size, where Dillon would not count as a hit, a top 6 three-week stretch in 

the fantasy playoffs was entirely in Dillon’s range of outcomes.  Given the status of our team as 

a high-end contending team, it was Dillon who gave us the highest championship equity.   

As of the time of this writing, we turned out on the wrong side of the bet.  But if the bet was 

made over and over again, year after year, the second round Running Back over first round Wide 

Receiver bet would be profitable.   

The performance of first round Wide Receivers in the first three years of their career are 

interesting, as there is no distinction between top 10 (43%) and non top 10 Wide Receiver in hit 

rate (44%).   
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The distinction comes from the Wide Receivers who do hit, as the top 10 Wide Receivers (28%) 

are nearly twice as likely to hit multiple times than non-top 10 Wide Receivers (15%).  The 

difference is one of speed, as it takes the average top 10 Wide Receiver 1.7 years to hit, 

compared to 2.2 for non-top 10 Wide Receivers.   

This is because the high pedigree players tend towards earlier opportunities as shown in the chart 

below which has the average rookie season routes, targets, receptions, PFF Grade, and the 

average value of a route run (YPRR) by draft class. 

 

On a per route basis, first round Wide Receivers perform better (1.49 yards per route run) than 

the rest of rookies, while third round Wide Receivers (1.39) slightly outperform second round 

(1.38) Wide Receivers on a route run basis but see over 100 fewer routes during their rookie 

season.   

Whether or not a player breaks the average YPRR threshold for their Draft Round is also 

significant.   
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Of those first round Wide Receivers who did not hit as rookie who fell under the 1.49 YPRR 

threshold, only DeAndre Hopkins and Nelson Agholor hit for a top 24 seasonal finish in their 

first five years of their career, while almost three out of four who break the threshold have hit.   

Notably, from a value perspective, 9 out of 10 of the first round Wide Receivers who ran 100 

routes and did not meet the 1.49 yards per route run threshold fell in startup valuation after their 

first year.  Of those that fell in price, four of the nine stayed within 15 picks of the rookie season 

startup valuation.  In this way, first round Wide Receivers, a low probability bet historically, can 

be a good initial investment.  The market is slow to move when they do not perform, and you can 

exit close to the price they cost you in their rookie class even if they disappoint.  When the value 

market is forgiving for Wide Receivers, you can get an early career look at a Wide Receiver 

progression in YPRR, and still have a good chance to pivot away from the player if they 

underperform.    

Rookie season YPRR gives a good indication of the future hit rate for those Wide Receivers who 

miss in year one but run at least 100 routes.   

 

While the sample sizes are small at the extremes, a general rule of thumb for Wide Receivers 

should be Wide Receivers above 1.50 YPRR as rookies are on a positive track.  With Wide 

Receivers less than 1.50 YPRR, your judgment will be needed on a sliding scale, but a strategy 

of recycling the players for the pick you spent on the rookie is likely a positive expected value.  

Recycling the player for a pick, then reinvesting in a similar asset is likely to reset the clock on 

any potential value loss.   
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The chart below shows the hits in Y2-5 for Wide Receivers who ran 200 routes as a rookie by 

YPRR.   

 

As you can see, those Wide Receivers who perform early can bend the arc at the position, even if 

they fail to hit as rookies.  Early career efficiency should be a leading indicator for future 

production while exiting quickly on low-efficiency rookie Wide Receivers should be a key 

strategy.  In this way, patience is a lower probability bet than readjusting with the new 

information you receive during the rookie season, especially if the player is a slow starter in 

YPRR.   

This shows up in regression, with the odds of a hit in Y2-5 shown in the graph below for Wide 

Receiver with 200 or more routes as a rookie.  
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The odds of elite seasons from rookies with high YPRR show up when looking at the odds of a 

top 12 seasonal finish for non-hit rookies with 200 or more routes.     

 

A simple rule of thumb for Wide Receivers in his rookie season is when he gets enough volume 

to judge his season, if he shows he is inefficient, believe him.  If he is not above 1.5 YPRR, he 

has a very low likelihood of producing a major hit in his career.     

Tight End Base Rates 

The Tight End position is an elitist position, that has different tiers as other positions. First round 

Tight Ends are the best bet (86%) with a steep drop to second round Tight Ends (45%).  There is 
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another tier break after round two, with round three (25%) and round four (24%) performing 

similarly in hit rate.   

 

This is a different trend with other positions, as Running Back and Wide Receiver tend to mirror 

the days of the draft in hit rates, while the third and fourth round tier of Tight Ends blends late 

day two and early day three of the NFL Draft together.  In terms of hunting for inefficiencies, 

this can be a good spot to look, because the market may track the Running Back and Wide 

Receiver tiers over to the Tight End position.   

Rookie season YPRR is also an indicator, with those north of 1.5 YPRR strong indicators of 

future success.  Tight Ends with 1.0 YPRR have a hit rate of 37%.  This jumps significantly to 

66% for those Tight Ends who produced 1.5 YPRR as rookies.  North of 2.0 YPRR is a rare 

accomplishment, and at 87%, represents the closest thing to a non-injury sure thing as you will 

find after year one.    
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The top half hit rate for non-hit rookies is low except for those elite YPRR rookie producers. 

 

Again, there is a steep jump from 9% top half hit rate at 1.0 YPRR to 27% at 1.5 YPRR, all the 

way up to 65% at 2.0 YPRR.  This is a good reminder that players with profiles that blend 

together in the middle of the position likely do not offer elite upside.  When you are evaluating 

early career Wide Receivers or Tight Ends, and it is difficult to decide between players at lower 

costs, they are probably not difference makers.  If deciding between these players, trade the one 

who costs the most.   
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Tight Ends with elite high-end rookie production are a good bet for future success.  A similar 

rule applies as with Wide Receivers.  If a Tight Ends get sufficient volume and prove he does not 

stand out, believe him.   

Dual Hit Rates 
Another way to consider incoming rookies is their odds for hitting multiple times for a starter 

season and multiple times for a top-half starter season.  Below is a graph of the Running Backs 

hitting for multiple top 24 and top 12 seasonal finishes.   

 

First round Running Backs dominate.  This is a curious situation, particularly in the climate of 

2022 drafts.  Analysts will want to put Javonte Williams over Najee Harris, but this is very 

strongly against the base rates.   

Another small situational difference is second and third round Running Backs are similar in both 

multiple top 24 hit rates, 33% and 30% respectively, with more of an advantage to second round 

Running Backs, 21% to 15%, for top 12 hit rate.  Outside the first two days of the NFL Draft, the 

odds of multiple top 12 hits are very low.   

The matchup with second round Running Backs and first round Wide Receivers are similar, 

while third round Running Backs perform similarly to second round Wide Receivers.    

 

It is really important to keep in mind the converse.  More than two-thirds of first round Wide 

Receivers and 75% of second round Wide Receivers fail to hit twice.  When there is an argument 
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for Wide Receivers ahead of Running Backs in longevity, Wide Receivers are less likely than 

Running Backs to get to the point where longevity is actually a concern.   

Tight Ends are a curious position.  There is significant differences in the odds of multiple top 12 

hits, with first round Tight Ends hitting twice 52% of the time which is more than twice as likely 

to hit than third round Tight Ends (23%).  However, the upside difference is not as large, with 

first round Tight Ends hitting twice for top 6 seasonal finishes 24% of the time compared to 18% 

for second round and 14% for third round Tight Ends. 

 

If you are hunting for Tight End upside, particularly in Tight End premium formats, keep 

throwing darts in the third round of rookie drafts at the second and third round Tight Ends.  This 

will give you upside, and if there is an early reveal at the position, you can exit for an upgrade 

elsewhere.   

Density Rates 
Once a player hits, another calculus is necessary.  Players who produce have historically been on 

a different track than those who have not hit to date.  Initially, in the 2020 Edition of the 

Analytics of Dynasty, Density was defined as the percentage of players who reach a particular 

threshold.  Since then, I have used another metric, I call Dynamic Density, which shows the odds 

a player hits again, by NFL Draft round, given the number of hits they have had to date.   

Dynamic Density is very useful to determine the career arcs of players at the bookends of their 

careers.  For example, Dynamic Density is good at identifying types of players prone to one-hit 

wonders and identifying how long you should expect players to be productive as they age.   

Running Back Dynamic Density 

Dynamic Density paints a clear picture of the Running Back position.  Once a first round 

Running Backs hits, they are good bets to continue doing so.  For example, 81% of first round 

Running Backs who have a hit, hit again.  76% of first round Running Backs who have two hits, 

hit for a third hit, with 73% of first round picks with three hits, hitting a fourth time. 
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This is an elite profile and one that can be underappreciated.  Josh Jacobs, with three hits through 

three seasons and two top 12 seasonal finishes during that period is radioactive in some circles.  

Leonard Fournette was another example the fantasy community largely wrote off despite a 

positive early career track.  This profile is a classic example of don’t look a gift horse in the 

mouth.   

Day two running backs have a higher risk after one hit, with 56% of second round and 67% of 

third round Running Backs hitting a second time.  Once they clear that threshold, they perform 

close to first round running backs over the next several hits.  Lower pedigrees have a higher one-

hit wonder rate which is a source of concern in making long-term investments.   

The depth of hits in round three is entirely Frank Gore bending the age and production curve, for 

third round Running Backs.  If there is a future decision process for a third round Running Back 

approaching five or six hits, do not assume they will hit to the Hall of Fame threshold of Frank 

Gore.  On day three, the sample sizes are smaller, which itself should be a caution, with fewer 

than 60% of players hitting again, while the depth of the hits is significantly shallower.  

Wide Receiver Dynamic Density 

First (69%) and second (68%) round Wide Receivers who have hit, hit again.  The only drafted 

Wide Receivers hitting a second time less than 67% of the time is third round Wide Receivers 

(48%).    

 

First round wide receivers have higher density rates, with a worst-case scenario of 69% in year 

one before 40% in year eight.  If a first round wide receiver gets on a positive track early in their 

career, they can have very deep hits, and be a source of value.  Mike Evans and Brandin Cooks 

are good examples of players the market soured on in their mid to late 20s when they still had 

good density rates and continued to rack up hits.   
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The depth of his shallow out, with density rates dropping at lower pedigrees.  Tyreek Hill and 

Stefon Diggs, both sixth round wide receivers, are likely to make the sixth-round wide receiver 

arc an anomaly at the position.   

Quarterback Dynamic Density 

Quarterbacks are difficult from a density perspective because the sample of starters is small with 

few late round picks producing hits.  If Quarterbacks get the opportunity to produce and do so, 

they will lock into multiple-year contracts, which creates more opportunities.  Dak Prescott is the 

biggest accident in this way.  Never drafted to be a starter, he came into an incredible situation in 

Dallas, before his starter was injured in the preseason, allowing Prescott to seize the job.  He then 

produced well throughout his rookie contract before playing on a franchise tag before signing a 

long-term contract in 2021.   

This is rare to do from outside the first round of the NFL Draft, so the density curves look 

atypical, particularly in light of the small number of Quarterbacks who played in the sample 

relative to positions like Running Back and Wide Receiver who have less longevity and by their 

nature more competition for work.   

   

Early career Quarterbacks are no better than 70% hit rates.  While one-third of the Quarterbacks 

in the range fall off and do not hit again, there is deeper density and longevity further into the 

Quarterback position.  For example, once a Quarterback hits twice, they are on an entirely 

different track.   

Given the limited sample sizes of the Quarterbacks with multiple hits, particularly with low 

pedigree, a better way to think about the position is to group all Quarterbacks who have hit 

together for their own density track.   
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The stats from this book are from the conclusion of the 2020 season (unless otherwise noted), 

and any further Tom Brady hits after the 2020 season will bend the arc a year further.  The key to 

the Quarterback position is Quarterbacks with multiple hits become much safer bets particularly 

if they have contractual security.  For example, Quarterbacks with three hits become better than 

70% bets at each hit through hit seven.  Given the structure of the position and the contractual 

certainty for players after multiple hits, using a density track independent of NFL Draft round is 

a better indicator once a Quarterback gets to his second hit.   

Tight End Dynamic Density 

The remarkable feature of Tight End density was the 14 top 12 seasonal finishes from Jason 

Witten, a record unlikely to ever be matched.   

 

A couple of things at the Tight End position are notable.  Once players hit at the tight end 

position, NFL Draft pedigree plays lesser of a factor than at other positions.  For example, only 

61% of first round Tight Ends hit again, compared to 69% of second round and 90% of third 

round Tight Ends.  Additionally, the position is something closer to a five to six-hit window, 

with the notable outliers of players like Witten.   

Hit Experience 
An additional way to look at the progression of players is to understand the pace of their hit.  Hit 

experience blends well with density rates and looks at the average years of experience for a given 

number of hits.  This will fall in line with base rates but is another way to think about how 

players are progressing along the development track.  On one hand, if a wide receiver hits in Y1, 
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they are ahead of pace on their developmental arc.  On the other hand, if a wide receiver hits in 

Y4, they are behind the pace of their developmental arc and you will need to adjust expectations 

accordingly. 

Quarterback Hit Experience 

The Quarterback position takes some time to develop, with the first hit on average for first round 

Quarterbacks coming with 2.6 years in the league.  

 

Hits come quickly thereafter, with the second hit coming after four years.  This is a simple 

process to follow, as Quarterbacks who start slow on their rookie contract are on a dangerous 

development arc.   

Running Back Hit Experience 

Running Backs hit early, with the first two days of the NFL Draft hitting in less than 2.5 seasons.  

The hits from day three tend to take longer on average, centering around three years in the 

league.   

 

This is a good cautionary note, as rookie drafts tend to elevate day three situational Running 

Backs, but they tend to take the longest to hit.   

Notably, first round Running Backs actually take longer to hit the second through fifth time than 

day two Running Backs.  This is curious, as on one hand first round Running Backs hit earlier, 

then trail off.  This could actually be a product of longevity at the position, with more chances 
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for high-end draft picks after early career stumbles.  For example, Leonard Fournette with a 

history of injuries and suspensions, getting cut by his team on a rookie deal may not play again if 

he is a lower draft pick, but became a core contributor for a Super Bowl champion in Tampa 

Bay.   

Wide Receiver Hit Experience 

Wide Receivers likewise go quickly with the average first round hit coming after 2.2 years.  First 

round Running Backs and Wide Receivers mirror one another closely through five years in hit 

experience.   

 

When the dynasty community values Wide Receiver over Running Back because of longevity, of 

how, if the longevity argument is actually true, it is longevity on the back end of the career.      

Tight End Hit Experience 

The Tight End position sees a similar amount of progress through the first four rounds of the 

draft with 2.6 through 2.8 being the range of average experiences for first-time hits.   

  

Notably, first round Tight Ends fall off the pace of hits of other top four round hits after the second hit.   

Takeaways 

Base rates, density rates, and hit experience should shape the profiles you select in your dynasty 

leagues.  In rookie drafts, sorting players by base rate is a good way to start.  Likewise, when you 
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can trade down and select multiple players with the same base rate, you are maximizing your 

odds of hitting on players. 

Density rates and hit experience should guide your process on selecting players in startup drafts 

or trading for players in existing leagues.  Targeting players with high density rates ahead of 

their hit experiences is a great way to build durable dynasty teams.   
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Chapter 3: Quarterback Profiles 
Succeeding at the Quarterback position is extremely important with the growth of Superflex and 

2QB leagues in dynasty fantasy football.  You cannot afford to spend high prices on 

Quarterbacks and miss.  There are some simple rules to follow when deciding who to target at 

the Quarterback position. 

Significance of Prior Hits 
Between 2008 and 2018, there were 132 top 12 Quarterback seasons with positional startup ADP 

in the top 12.  Of those 132, 115 of those had a prior top 12 seasonal finish on their resume 

(“prior hits”), while 17 did not have a prior hit (“non-prior hits”).  On average, the prior hits 

finished the next three seasons with 1.67 top 12 seasonal finishes.  The non-prior hits finished 

with 1.29 top 12 seasonal finishes.  However, this was not statistically significant (p value-.0.18), 

likely a result of small sample sizes.  

When you look toward longer time frames, statistically significant trends appear.  Of the 108 

Quarterbacks drafted with a top 12 positional startup ADP between 2008 and 2016, 93 were prior 

hits, compared to 15 non-prior hits.  In Y1-5, the average top 12 seasonal finishes for the prior 

hits was 2.65, while the average top 12 seasonal hits for the non-prior hits was 1.6, with the 

status of a prior hit statistically significant of future hits. (p value - 0.008).   

 

16% of the prior hits miss through five years, while 20% of non-prior hits missed.  The true 

difference came in the elite hits.  33% of non-prior hit Quarterbacks produce one top 12 seasonal 

finish over the next five years, meaning more than half (53%) have either missed or hit only once 

in the next five seasons.   

For prior hits, only 26% have missed or hit only once in the next five seasons, meaning non-prior 

hits are twice as likely to have 0 or 1 hit in Y1-5 than prior hits.  62% of the Quarterbacks with a 

prior hit produce three or more top 12 seasonal finishes in the next five years.  For Quarterbacks 

without a hit, that number is 20%.  In terms of insulation and depth, Quarterbacks with a top 12 
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seasonal hit on their resume are significantly better than Quarterbacks without one.  When 

elevating rookies like Trevor Lawrence or early career non-prior hits like Baker Mayfield, into 

the elite of the position without a prior hit, understand there is a tremendous risk.   

The cut off is more drastic for those Quarterbacks with multiple prior hits (“multiple prior hits”). 

Since 2008, 74 multiple prior hits have been selected with top 12 ADP.  Those 74 Quarterbacks 

have produced 2.89 top 12 seasonal finishes over Y1-5.  Compared to the Quarterbacks with 

only one hit, who had 1.8, a statistically significant advantage (p value- 0.005).   

 

Notably, the one hit wonder rate is very high for the Quarterbacks with only one hit.  37% of 

Quarterbacks with top 12 seasonal ADP with one hit on their resume fail to hit in the next five 

years, which is more than three times the one-hit rate of Quarterbacks with multiple prior hits 

(11%).  When looking for multiple hits, those with multiple prior hits have finished with at least 

two more hits 81% of the time, compared to only 42% of one prior hit Quarterbacks.   

When you look at the higher threshold of multiple top 6 hits, bigger differences appear.  The 74 

multiple prior hits, averaged 1.80 top 6 seasonal finishes in the next five seasons.   
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This compares favorably to the 0.71 top 6 seasonal finishes from Quarterbacks with one or no 

prior hit.  This is a statistically significant distinction meaning the difference between one prior 

hit and multiple prior hits is a very valuable distinction.  

The market may want to elevate Quarterbacks into the elite levels of the position without much 

prior resume.  This is a very dangerous situation in terms of future production.  If you believe the 

player is insulated in value more than they will produce, that is the exact moment to cash in the 

value chip in a trade  

When viewed in the context of regression analysis, the prior hit status is even more 

consequential.  Below is a graph of the Top 6 finishes in Y1-5 for Quarterbacks in the Top 30 of 

offseason ADP, showing their odds of multiple top 6 seasonal finishes in the future. 
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The key to the position is how significant prior hits are in predicting future production.  A step 

up from no hits to one hit as well as a step from one hit to multiple hits represents a significant 

improvement in future odds.  For example, a Quarterback with an ADP of 6 who does not have a 

prior hit has a 30% chance of hitting for two top 6 finishes in Y1-5.  For Quarterbacks with one 

prior hit, QB6 has a 40% chance of two top 6 finishes in Y1-5, compared to 51% for QB6 with 

multiple prior hits.   

However, a single regression of the Quarterback position will miss tiers, particularly in ways the 

informed dynasty GM would know.  For example, the 30th Quarterback has virtually zero chance 

to hit twice for top 6 finishes in Y1-5.  In other words, the position is not uniform in risk or 

longevity, which can unfairly drag the elite Quarterbacks lower in a regression analysis to fit for 

the lower odds of later Quarterbacks.  In this way, focusing on the top 12 can be very instructive.   

One of the big discoveries of rookie Quarterbacks in prior editions is how draft position in the 

Top 10 of the NFL Draft and Rookie ADP has not been predictive of future fantasy success.  In 

startup drafts, ADP is very important and significant in the top 12 of Quarterbacks, basically 

operating as the antithesis of rookie Quarterback trends.    

 

For example, when you shift to measure simply the two top 6 hit rate in Y1-5 for the top 12 

seasonal ADP, a QB1 with multiple prior hits would have an 87% hit rate, compared to 62% for 

a QB1 with one prior hit, and 28% for a QB1 without a prior hit.   

There is a quicker erosion for worse resumes.  The half-life for multiple prior hits is QB8, with 

QB5 for one prior hit, and QB4 for no prior hits.  This shows the fall off in the odds of elite 

accomplishments is much steeper for Quarterback resumes.  A Quarterback with multiple prior 

hits at QB12 would have better odds of multiple top 6 finishes in Y1-5 (16%) than a QB8(14%) 

with a prior hit and QB4 (13%) with no prior hits.   
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Significance of Quarterback Scoring 
Quarterback scoring can vary widely by fantasy league.  On the two extremes are Fantasy 

Football Player’s Championship (FFPC)13 scoring, with 4 point passing touchdowns and -1 point 

for interceptions, and Safeleagues14, with 6 point passing touchdowns and -4 points for 

interceptions.  There are some similar trends and notable differences in how scoring systems 

impact the position.     

Effect of Age 

Given the significance of prior performance in future performance at the Quarterback position, 

the question becomes why dynasty GMs stray from proven producers.  Age is certainly a factor, 

with the average age of Quarterbacks with multiple hits entering their top 12 seasonal ADP year 

was 30.7.  The average age of Quarterbacks with a single or no prior hit is 24.8. The nearly 6-

year age gap would seem like a massive advantage, but the non-multiple hit Quarterbacks still 

lag behind their older more established multiple prior hit counterparts. 

The preservation of market value in younger players is a frequently cited rationale for selecting 

Quarterbacks without hits on their resumes, but the data reveals this is not true.  On average, 

Quarterbacks with multiple hits fall 1.74 spots in positional ADP after year one, while non-

multiple hit Quarterbacks fall 4.5 spots, a statistically significant difference (p value: 0.03).  The 

trend continues after year two when multiple hits fall a total of 3.97 spots in positional ADP 

compared to non-multiple hits who fall 7.64 spots in positional ADP (p value: 0.04).  The same 

trend holds after years three and four, but does not meet the threshold of statistical significance. 

In short, if you are looking for an advantage by drafting non-multiple hit Quarterbacks, it may 

exist three or more years down the line, but at the cost of multiple years of inferior production 

and market loss.  Given what we know about player arcs, the idea Quarterbacks would turn it 

around after three years is dubious.   

Quarterback Scoring in FFPC 

The FFPC scoring has seen interesting trends.  There has been no trend of changing average age 

of the top 12 Quarterbacks between 2008 and 2020.  However, there has been a consistent trend 

towards younger Quarterbacks amongst the top 6 finishers.  Prior to 2018, top 6 finishers were 

29 years old or more in all but one year (2011).  Over the past three seasons, the average age of 

top 6 Quarterbacks has been below 29 years old.   

 
13 https://myffpc.com/cms/public/. 
14 https://safeleaguesfantasy.com/. 
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The average age of the top 12 seasonal finishers between 2008 and 2020 was 29.3 with the 

average age of the top 6 seasonal finishers 29.5, 0.2 years older.  The median for both thresholds 

has been 29 years old.   

The individual years show some variance.  The average Quarterback age of the top 12 finishers 

at the Quarterback position has remained in a five-year range from 2008 through 2020, with the 

youngest average age of 26.6 with an oldest average age of 31.6.  The average top 6 finishers 

have trended younger, with a minimum age of 25.3 and the oldest age of 31.3.    

Overall, there has been no correlation between years and the movement in age for the top 12 

seasonal finishers.  However, there has been a trend towards the younger for average top 6 

seasonal finishers since 2008 (0.21 r-squared).  While there is a drop in age for the top 6 seasonal 

finishers, there is only so far the position can drop in average age.  Elite scorers, like Patrick 

Mahomes, Josh Allen, and Justin Herbert have good chances to continue performing at an elite 

level while aging.  This new generation of Quarterbacks has been a reset from the Tom Brady, 

Ben Roethlisberger, and Drew Brees generation of that dominated scoring in their 30s to a 

younger group of Quarterbacks dominating scoring in their 20s.  In many ways, the average age 

for Quarterback scoring thresholds will be cyclical as dominant Quarterbacks age out, they give 

way for younger producers at the position.  Tom Brady’s annual top 12 finish can be replaced by 

a Quarterback more than 20 years younger and make a significant shift in the age curve.     

FFPC scoring has consistently gone higher, with the top 12 Quarterbacks averaging 307.5 points 

in 2008 which has increased to 404.78 in 2020.  The 16-game pace jump from 19.2 points to 25.3 

in 2020 is more than a touchdown more per game in the format.   
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The baseline for top 12 finisher scoring has consistently gone up in the past 12 years, with 50% 

of the variance in scoring explained by the year of the decade.  This is a clear trend upwards for 

the Quarterback position.  The top 6 finishers have similarly trended up, but with more variance, 

with the year explaining 35% of the variance in average top 6 scoring. 

The reasons for the growth in Quarterback scoring is twofold.  First, Quarterback rushing points 

are up significantly since 2008. The trendline for rushing points has gone up nearly five times 

since 2008 for the top 12 Quarterbacks and more than three times for the top 6 Quarterbacks.   
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The resulting percentage of Quarterback scoring coming from rushing points has seen a big 

explosion.  For top 12 finishers, the amount of scoring coming from rushing points has jumped 

from about 6% to just short of 14% between 2008 and 2020, with a strong r-squared of 56.7%.   
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The growth from rushing scoring in top 6 Quarterbacks has been even more extreme, increasing 

from just over 5% to just under 16% in 13 years.  This is a strong relationship, with an r-squared 

of 69%, but may also be cyclical given the age of the Quarterback position. 

This comes in line with growth in rushing attempts per game by Quarterbacks since 2008.  

  

Quarterback carries per game have grown from 2.6 in 2008 up to 3.8 in 2021.  There was a big 

uptick in Quarterback rushes in 2020, with 4.2 carries per game, but that regressed below the 

trendline in 2021.  Still, the growth of more than a carry per game is a notable development.   

Quarterback Scoring in Safeleagues 

Safeleagues scoring has functioned differently.  The yearly average for top 12 Quarterbacks is 

going up, likely a result of aging Quarterbacks like Tom Brady, Drew Brees, and Ben 

Roethlisberger producing well into their late 30s and 40s, while the average age for the top 6 

Quarterbacks has been performing randomly.   
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Like scoring in FFPC settings, the scoring in Safeleagues is up, which is linked to the rushing 

scores. Notably, the 2020 season was up in scoring, and with a pandemic shortened offseason, be 

careful about drawing big distinctions.   
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The scoring trend of rushing points is similar to FFPC, but less severe in growth.  Top 6 scoring 

has more than doubled, while the top 12 scoring has doubled.   

 

The growth in Quarterback Scoring mirrors the increases in rushing production.  The trendline of 

the percentage of fantasy points that are rushing points is above 14% for the top 6 scorers and at 

14% for top 12 scorers.  Both of these percentages are up from the 8% of Quarterback scoring 

that came from rushing points in 2008.  
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One of the big takeaways from the position is to look for the reduction in importance of 

Quarterback passing yards in total points.  In 2008, more than 55% of the scoring for top 12 

Quarterbacks came from passing yardage, which dropped below 45% in 2020.  Similarly, there 

has been a drop from north of 65% of scoring from passing yardage for top 6 Quarterbacks in 

2008 to near 50% in 2020.   
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As the position continues to evolve, looking for rushing upside will be critical, particularly for 

young Quarterbacks coming into the NFL.   

Additionally, for top 12 scorers you can see rushing is a higher percentage of scoring in 

Safeleague formats than in FFPC. 

 

While the 6 point passing touchdowns in the format is valuable, the -4 passing interception 

scoring can hurt the position, particularly for the non-elite Quarterbacks.  In both formats, 
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rushing is of growing importance for high-end production, with the production as a rusher 

necessary when the Quarterback has a lower touchdown to interception ratio.   

Takeaways 
Overall, the data is significant.  Quarterbacks with multiple hits on their resume are by far a 

better bet at a similar cost than those Quarterbacks with one prior hit or no prior hits on their 

resume.  When you are drafting elite assets at the Quarterback position, they are the names you 

know and have seen do it.  When one falls in cost, they warrant aggressively targeting in startup 

drafts.  Aaron Rodgers in 2019 and Deshaun Watson in 2021 are recent examples of 

Quarterbacks with multiple hits on their resume that have fallen in cost.  Given their resume, 

they have axis tilting power on your dynasty team.     

Quarterback scoring is becoming more dependent on rushing yards and less dependent on 

passing yards, particularly in this generation of young Quarterbacks.  Incoming rookies without a 

rushing profile may have limited scoring upside.  This does not make someone like Mac Jones an 

avoid player, but instead the type of player you need to understand your expectations for.  He 

may land earlier as a passing game producer, but with a limited upside that makes him an early 

career trade piece you use for an upgrade.   

Those Quarterbacks with rushing ability entering the league give themselves a higher floor 

earlier in their career, a la Josh Allen.  Getting rushing production early in the career of a 

Quarterback gives you fantasy production and time for them to grow and mature into a passer 

that can have a long NFL career.   

Proven Quarterbacks at the same cost as unproven Quarterbacks are a massive advantage in both 

production and value preservation.  Dynasty GMs aiming for the “long-term” upside of 

Quarterbacks are making the suboptimal bet.  At high prices, taking established multiple hit 

Quarterbacks, particularly if they have top 12 ADPs, is a big-time advantage over taking 

unproven options the market deems as “high-upside.”   

In many ways, the reliability of proven Quarterbacks can become dull leaving dynasty GMs to 

look for the new big thing to keep your attention.  This is similar to a happily married person 

with a good family and secure in their finances, being tempted by the exotically named intern at 

the office.  They may be interesting and a change of pace, but they are a bad idea likely to result 

in disaster. 
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Chapter 4: Optimizing Your Rookie Drafts 
Rookie drafts and associated preparation consumes nearly half of the calendar year.  Much of the 

offseason debate surrounds film versus analytics, but a substantial portion of a player’s value is 

based on information the average dynasty GM will not be able to access.  These include 

interviews, psychiatric tests, criminal histories, medical tests, academics, and countless other 

factors that will be unknown to dynasty GMs.   

Since we are aware of these unknowns, if a player falls in the NFL draft, that should mean more 

than a player going earlier than expected.  The information about a player falling in the NFL 

Draft comes from 32 teams passing on the player, while it takes just one team for a player to go 

earlier than expected.  

One of the key aspects of base rates is the neutrality it takes on these matters.  If a player falls 

further than you expect in the draft, baked into that draft pedigree is the knowledge that is not 

publicly available.   

One of the best ways to beat the market is to be picking from a set of players with higher odds 

than the market.  In this way, the use of structural drafting and base rates is tough to beat.  

Historical ADP Hit Rates 
Much of the historical rookie ADP data is based on start 1QB data.  This is particularly helpful 

for evaluating Running Backs and Wide Receivers.   

There is a limitation in the relationship between Quarterbacks and Tight Ends in Superflex and in 

the Tight End premium marketplace, but the intra-positional relationship of the positions are 

important regardless of the format. 

Below is a chart of the hit rates by rookie ADP in rookie drafts between 2008 and 2016, the years 

with a full sample of data allowing for a five-year range of evaluation.   

 

The overall hit rate in Y1-3 is 59% for players drafted in the first round of rookie drafts.  This is 

a sizeable advantage over second round (34%) and third round (18%).   

For Y1-5, the overall hit rate for the round is 66%.  Second round picks saw a hit rate of 39% 

and 23% for third round players.  The relationship is notable between the rounds when looking at 

the hit thresholds.   

Second round rookies see an 84 % increase in Y1-3 hit rate over third round rookies, while first 

round rookies see a 75% increase over second round rookies.  Over the longer term Y1-5, the 
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second round rookie picks have a 65% improvement in hit rate over third round rookies.   This is 

similar to a 70% improvement by first round rookies over second round rookies.   

There is an even bigger difference in the elite hits of top half and multiple top half seasonal 

finishes.  31% of first round picks have produced a top-half hit in Y1-3.  18% of second round 

rookies have a top half hit rate in Y1-3 which is double the 9% top half hit rate in Y1-3. This is a 

stark reminder that top half hits, which can make a big difference in your dynasty league, are the 

exception, not the general rule.   

The biggest takeaway is perhaps where true elite players come from in rookie drafts.  If you are 

hunting top-end production, first round rookie picks make a disproportionate difference.  24% of 

first round rookie picks have produced multiple top-half Y1-5 finishes, which is more than 2.7 

times the multiple top-half Y1-5 hit rate of 9% for second round rookie picks and nearly five 

times the 5% multiple top-half Y1-5 hit rate for third round rookie picks.  

If you are not moving up in the draft, you are leaving championship equity on the table.  Shifting 

a future third to a future second in a trade or shifting a future second to a future first round pick 

is a critical source of upside.  Much of the analysis around rookie drafts suggests two second 

round rookie picks are worth a random first round rookie pick.  This is underpriced as the value 

of first round picks is closer to three times the value of second round picks in elite odds and 

WORP.   If you are looking for the elite outcomes necessary to win your leagues, consistently 

moving from second round picks to core asset first round picks is a critical strategy.   

Improving Your Odds 
How do you improve your hit rates in rookie drafts?   

Just do not select Wide Receivers.   

Below is a chart showing the hit rates for Running Backs compared to Wide Receivers selected 

in the first three rounds of rookie drafts for Y1-3 hits.   

 

Overall, the Y1-3 hit rate is 59% while 64% of first round rookie pick Running Backs hit in Y1-

3, which is a big advantage over Wide Receivers in the first round of rookie drafts where only 

50% hit.  The advantage is consistent through the drafts as Running Backs (35%) outperform 

Wide Receivers (22%) in the second round and 17% to 9% in the third round.   

The Y1-5 threshold hit rate has a similar advantage.   
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Overall, the Y1-5 hit rate for the first round of rookie drafts is 66%.  68% of Running Backs 

selected in the first round of rookie drafts hit in Y1-5 compared to only 58% of Wide Receivers.  

The second round has a larger advantage, with 51% of Running Backs hitting in Y1-5 compared 

to only 24% for Wide Receivers.  The third round is closer, but Running Backs (21%) still 

outperform Wide Receivers (15%).   

The top half Y1-3 hits are closer early in the draft.   

 

Overall, 31% of first round picks hit for a top half hit in Y1-3, with Running Backs (34%) 

outpacing Wide Receivers (29%).  The advantage gets even bigger in the second round where the 

hit rate is 18%, with Running Backs hitting for a top half hit in Y1-3 27% of the time, compared 

to only 10% for Wide Receivers.   

There is near symmetry for multiple top-half hits in Y1-5 in the first round of rookie drafts.   

 

The overall hit rate of the first round of the rookie draft for two top half Y1-5 hits is 24% with 

Running Backs (25%) slightly outperforming Wide Receivers (24%).  Running Backs (14%) 

substantially outproduce Wide Receivers (5%) in the second round.   

With a limited sample of Superflex data, it can be difficult to draw broad conclusions about 

rookie drafts in the format, but the data is instructive on what to expect.  If trying to approximate 

the first round of a rookie draft in Superflex drafts, you would expect about eight total Running 

Backs and Wide Receivers to go along with Quarterbacks and Tight Ends combining for the 

remainder of the first round ADP.   

Below is a chart showing the hit rates for Running Backs and Wide Receivers limited to those in 

the top 8 of rookie drafts.   
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The edge is still sizeable with nearly 67% of Running Backs hitting in Y1-3 and 72% of Running 

Backs in Y1-5 compared to only 52% for Wide Receivers in Y1-3 and 60% for Wide Receivers 

in Y1-5. 

The key question for Superflex is how to balance the value of the Quarterback position with 

Running Backs and Wide Receivers.  This depends on what you value.  Top 10 Quarterbacks 

will hit for elite seasons less frequently but have a higher Y1-5 hit rate (80%) than Running 

Backs (72%) and Wide Receivers (60%).   

 

However, top 10 Quarterbacks will not hit with the same elite finishes as Running Backs and 

Wide Receivers.  When answering the question of what profile to select, you should consider 

what you are trying to accomplish.  If you are trying to hit for high-impact seasons early in a 

rookie’s career, selecting the Running Back is the optimal decision.  If you are looking for long-

term functionality and flexibility at the position, selecting the top 10 Quarterback is a better bet 

than selecting a Wide Receiver.     

Generally, a hierarchy of assets would be Top 10 Quarterbacks and First Round Running Backs, 

followed by non top 10 Quarterbacks, second round Running Backs, and first round Wide 

Receivers.  In Tight End Premium leagues, first round Tight Ends belong in this tier as well.  

Thereafter, grouping third round Running Backs with second round Tight Ends and Wide 

Receivers creates matches in hit rates and roster functionality across positions.     

Rookie Asset Valuation 
Another way to view rookie assets is where they fall in hit rate for startup ADP. Below is a graph 

showing where the first and second round hit rates fall compared to the overall startup ADP hit 

rates of Running Backs and Wide Receivers.   
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As you can see, the first round rookie hit rate of 59% meets the Y1-3 hit rate for WR24 and 

RB27.  The second round hit rate of 34%, matching WR48 and RB46, is firmly in the 

contributing asset range of the position.   

The advantages get starker when you look at the hit rate of individual positions by rookie draft 

round.     

 

For example, first round rookie Running Back draft picks, with a hit rate of 64%, are the Y1-3 

equivalent of RB22 and WR18, firmly in the starter range of the positions.  The first round Wide 

Receivers perform like RB33 and WR32, a firm step down at the position. 

Second round rookie draft picks at the Running Back position perform at a 35% Y1-3 hit rate, 

equivalent to RB45 and WR47, while the 22% Y1-3 hit rate for second round rookie draft picks 
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at the Wide Receiver position produce like RB58 and WR62.  By selecting the Wide Receiver 

instead of a Running Back, you are giving up a round or two in startup draft production.   

The multiple Y1-5 hit rate for first round rookie pick Running Backs is 25%, equal to the RB16 

and WR21 while the 24% hit rate for first round rookie pick Wide Receivers, is equal to RB17 

and WR22. 

 

The difference is bigger in the second round, where second round Running Back rookie picks 

with a hit rate of 14% equal RB27 and WR34 compared to second round Wide Receivers at 5% 

which equal RB44 and WR58.   

Takeaways 
One of the most important takeaways from this data is how easy it can be to end up in a constant 

rebuild.  Simply trade your one injury away Running Back for a future second round rookie pick 

and take a Wide Receiver.  This is a drop in present production for a low future hit rate, a perfect 

way to maintain yourself in a consistent, deep, ongoing rebuild, that is out of the playoffs. 

When preparing for your rookie draft, setting expectations for picks is critically important.  Wide 

Receivers only match Running Backs in hit rate for multiple top half hits in Y1-5 in the first 

round of rookie drafts.  At all other thresholds of relevance and longevity, Running Backs beat 

Wide Receivers.   

Additionally, your expectations and tactics should change by cost.  Within the Running Back 

position there is little upside for third round rookie picks.  The Y1-3 hit rate for Running Backs 

almost falls in half from first round (64%) to second round (35%) and then falls in half again in 

the third round (17%).  This occurs while the multiple top half Y1-5 hit rate erodes from 27% in 

the first round, to 14% in the second round, and then to 0% in the third round.   
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When thinking of Running Backs who are from the third round of rookie drafts, realize that 

James Conner is the portrait of success.  Your chance of selecting a Running Back that can help 

you in the third round of rookie drafts is good compared to other positions, but realize the depth 

of that help is shallow and when the player increases in value, they are a pivot option to a better 

Running Back or across to another position.   

Your approach to the position in the range is similar to a golfer, aiming to hit the fairway instead 

of driving the green.  Once the golfer hits the fairway, they can select the approach they want to 

take on hitting the ball into the green.  For your picks, once you get on the board with a relevant 

player in the range, know your window of usability is short, and you need to either ride it out 

with the player to compete in the short term or sell for a value profit.   
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Chapter 5: The Hierarchy of Assets: A Systematic Framework of Dynasty 

Teambuilding 
The goal of this chapter is to give you an idea of the odds players have to succeed and use this 

understanding to better frame teambuilding.  This chapter will focus on player profiles, 

particularly based around ADP and prior career accomplishments.  In the teambuilding process, 

it is helpful to have some definitions of types of assets to target and develop in your roster 

building.   

This chapter will provide a method for evaluating different types of assets in dynasty fantasy 

football.  These assets include: Supermax Quarterbacks, Star Assets, Core Assets, Contributing 

Assets, Partial Contributing Assets, and Roster Fodder.  Viewing players and assets through this 

prism will simplify the way you draft, evaluate trades, and make roster decisions while 

enhancing your odds of a dynasty championship.   

Process 
This chapter revolves around the odds of players being consequential for your dynasty team.  To 

do this, logistic regressions were run on each position, to determine their hit rate for four 

individual thresholds: 

• Supermax Quarterbacks 

• Star Assets 

• Core Assets  

• Contributing Assets. 

Quarterback Superflex WORP Curves 

The key to the asset classes is the slope of the curve of the odds for each position and threshold.  

In each threshold, there is a decay of odds as you go later in drafts.  Throughout this entire 

process of teambuilding, your goal is to move higher on the slope, or to the left of the graphs, in 

the players that you roster and select in drafts.     

Below are the odds a Quarterback produces 1WORP and 2WORP in the Y1 of startup ADP.   
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The QB1 in ADP in the offseason has a 79% chance for 1WORP in Y1, with a relatively slow 

fall off.  For example, the odds to produce 1WORP in Y1 for QB6 are 67%, QB12 are 49%, 

QB18 are 32%, and QB24 are 19%.  The half-life, or the points where the odds cut in half, of the 

QB1’s odds of 1WORP in Y1 is QB16. 

 

As the accomplishment goes up in longevity, the odds of it happening go down, particularly for 

lower-level Quarterbacks.  For example, the odds of a QB24 producing 1WORP in Y1 is 19% 

but only 3% for 1WORP seasons in Y1&Y2&Y3.  You can see this most easily as the half-life 

drops from QB16 in Y1 to QB8 in Y1&Y2&Y3.   

The difference is starker for the higher threshold within the top 30 Quarterbacks for 2WORP. It 

is very difficult for a Quarterback to produce 2WORP, particularly outside the top 10 

Quarterbacks in ADP.   
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When you increase the threshold to 2WORP in Y1, the QB1’s odds drop to 18%, with the odds 

for QB6 are 9%, QB12 are 4%, QB18 are 2%, and QB24 are 1%.  The half-life of QB1 2WORP 

in Y1 is QB6 and represents a significant consolidation of the odds.   

It is exceptionally rare for a Quarterback to be able to produce back-to-back 2WORP seasons.  

There is only a 6% chance that happens for QB1, down to only 2% for QB6.  Outside of QB12, 

you would not expect there to be 2WORP seasons in back-to-back years.   

 

This is a good example of how elite players matter in both short- and long-term difference-

making.   Elite players really matter.  Outside of the elite players, there is not a big difference 

between players.  This is especially true when you adjust for other benchmarks.  For example, 

Quarterbacks with a prior hit are significantly more likely to produce than those Quarterbacks 

without a prior hit at the same cost.   

Running Back WORP Curves 

The Running Backs have a smaller slope than Quarterbacks.   
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The slope of the WORP curve at Running Back is much smoother.  This is a factor of higher 

turnover and injury rates for Running Backs compared to Quarterbacks.   

The RB1 has a 49% chance to produce a 1WORP season, which comes as a slight surprise.  If 

the Running Back stays healthy, the odds this happens is much closer to 80 or 90%.  The RB12 

has a 33% odds to produce a Y1 season, compared to RB24 which has only a 20% chance.  The 

numbers are flatter thereafter with double-digit odds extending all the way out to RB38.   

 

Similar to the Quarterback position, there is a quick erosion in 1WORP rates after multiple years.  

Notable, the odds of 1WORP in Y1 (49%) for RB1 fall by more than half in Y1&Y2 (24%).  

This is a signal of the fragility at the position.  Additionally, RB16 is the last chance to secure 

10% odds of 1WORP in Y1&Y2.   

These slopes are illuminating and the source of some key considerations.   

First, if there is a starting Running Back outside the top 12 to 15 of positional ADP, and they 

have multiple years of contract security, they are a target player, particularly if they have prior 

hits on their resume.   
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Second, Running Backs outside the multi-year window of security should be fungible.  When 

information changes and that improves your odds, be quick to change.  For example, where there 

is a change in a backup Running Back spot not involving a Running Back that has a recent high 

draft pedigree or contractual commitment, embrace the change.  If the next week, you reevaluate 

the situation and realize it is not what you expected or that you were wrong, move on.  Likewise, 

when they see an uptick in workload or usage, realize the long-term odds are not great.  These 

Running Backs are the types to either plug and play in your lineup in the short-term or use in the 

trade market to fill a need.   

Third, Running Backs that hit for 1WORP from beyond RB20 have low odds to do it again the 

following season.  Using the player to pivot up at Running Back or another position is a good 

chance to increase your championship equity.   

When compared against the possibilities of a 2WORP season, the game plan for these players 

becomes apparent.   

 

The RB1 has a 7% chance to produce a 2WORP in Y1 and less than 1% chance in Y1&Y2.  This 

is a good reminder, betting on the longevity of high-end Running Backs is a dangerous 

proposition.    The odds are minuscule that a Running Back would produce back-to-back 

2WORP seasons. 
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Given the risks at the position, such elite 2WORP accomplishments are more accidental than 

predictable.  That is not to say you should sell high-producing Running Backs.  Instead, this is an 

opportunity to lean directly into a contending window.  The championship window fueled by a 

Running Back may only be weeks long.  You may not realize it at the moment and you may not 

realize when it is gone, but elite Running Back seasons give you high championship equity, 

especially when you have stars at other positions.  Such a season is the time to press your chips 

in on high-end assets at other positions, such as Quarterback in Superflex.  By making an 

upgrade at Quarterback, you are protecting your longevity and upside, while reinforcing your 

contending production in the present. 

Wide Receiver WORP Curves 

The Wide Receiver position has less upside than the Running Back position, with little chance of 

the position producing 2WORP in a season.  The WR1(48%) and the RB1 (49%) are close in 

terms of 1WORP outcomes, but the differences expand thereafter. 
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The half-lives for Wide Receivers are lower than Running Backs.  This is a function of WORP 

rates declining quicker than the Running Back position. 

 

This is another illustration of how positional allocations are important.  Any time you select a 

Wide Receiver over a Running Back you are losing efficiency, but if you do it at high costs, it 

hurts less and you can do it fewer times.    

Throughout the positions, Running Backs outperform Wide Receivers, with a couple of 

exceptions.  Wide Receivers perform closest in the odds of 1WORP at the elites of the position, 

with strong erosion in the Wide Receiver odds thereafter.   

One of the most accepted presumptions in dynasty fantasy football is that Wide Receivers have 

more longevity than Running Backs.  Generally, that is not true at equal cost but there are two 

general exceptions where Wide Receiver longevity shows up.   
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The first is where longevity does not matter.  For example, the WR3 or WR4 on an NFL team 

may have a longer shelf life than RB3 or RB4.  For the purposes of dynasty fantasy football, 

these players are not going to increase your championship equity.   

Second, is the odds of producing 1WORP in Y1&Y2&Y3 are higher at the elite levels of the 

position for Wide Receiver than Running Backs. For example, the top five Wide Receivers have 

a higher odds of Y1&Y2&Y3 1WORP performances than Running Backs, but the margins are 

relatively small.  However, the decline is steeper for Wide Receivers than Running Backs.  As a 

result, after RB7 and WR7, Running Backs have better odds of Y1&Y2&Y3 1WORP than Wide 

Receivers at the same cost. 

This is the type of issue that fuels dynasty debates in perpetuity.  The best argument for the 

longevity of the position is Wide Receivers have a higher floor at the elites of the position.  This 

matches well with prior research at the position.   

Perhaps a better argument is about opportunity cost.  Wide Receivers in rookie drafts are a bad 

bet compared to Running Backs, so taking a Wide Receiver early in a startup draft allows you to 

avoid a bad bet later in your draft.  Developing this strength at Wide Receiver early in a startup 

draft will allow you to pass on Wide Receivers in rookie drafts where they are an even worse bet 

relative to Running Backs.  Essentially, a top-heavy Wide Receiver core, while lower in pure 

upside than the Running Backs at the corresponding picks, gives you an advantage in both floor 

and roster construction.  Your future Wide Receiver selections should then focus on the 

arbitraging of rookie draft and NFL Draft pedigree instead of filling needs at the position.     

Tight Ends WORP Curves 

The Tight End position, in stock PPR formats, is the least likely to make a difference, but in 

premium formats, one of the most likely to be treated variably in scoring.   

In stock formats, 2WORP is unattainable for Tight Ends, while there is a small sample of 

1WORP for three straight seasons.   
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The WORP curve shows how consequential the elite Tight Ends are relative to the non-elites at 

the position.  If you want to make a difference at the position, moving from TE6 to TE1 is a good 

way to do it.  Likewise, if you miss on the top 6 Tight Ends, the position is relatively smooth 

thereafter so you can afford to wait.   

 

With a half-life of TE4, there is a steep difference between those that matter and those that do 

not.  As the elites at the position age, investing in those aging elites, like Travis Kelce, can 

provide the biggest advantage at the position.   

In premium formats, TE2s will become flex viable, particularly where there is 1.5PPR or higher 

for Tight Ends.  Likewise, the impact of an additional Wide Receiver in the starting requirements 

is an advantage for the Tight End position, because the Tight Ends in the range will be strong 

options in your flex position.  For example, Tight Ends are more valuable in start 10 formats 

with 3 starting Wide Receiver requirements than those in 2 starting Wide Receiver requirements, 

as laid out in the Tight End premium chapter of Analytics of Dynasty 2021 Edition.  

Tight End premium formats are most exploitable when Tight Ends can be flexed into lineups.  

When late TE1s and TE2s fit in the range of RB2 or WR2 in scoring, get overweight at the 

position.   

The AOD Hierarchy of Assets 
The result of the regressions provides the ability to create asset classes of players.  There are four 

thresholds.   

• Supermax Quarterbacks: Quarterbacks with a 50% chance to have multiple top half Y1-5 

hits  

• Star Assets: Players with a 40% chance to have multiple top half Y1-5 hits.   

• Core Assets: Players with 50% or better odds to be a Y1-3 top half hit. 

• Contributing Assets: Players with 50% or better odds to be a Y1-3 hit.  

Below contributing assets are the tier of Partial Contributing Assets, including backups, 

streamers, and value players as shown in the Hierarchy below. 
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Supermax Quarterbacks 

Players that break 50% odds for Two Top Half Hits Y1-5 odds only exist for the top five 

Quarterbacks.  If you have one your team is on the right track.  If you have two, you are very 

likely to make the playoffs.   This is an expensive, but worthwhile position to upgrade because of 

the short and long-term upside the elites at the position offer.   

The elite production of the top Quarterbacks can be seen in the WORP by positional ADP.  For 

example, QB1 has an expectation of more than 2WORP in Y1, a win more than QB7.  In Y1-2, 

QB1 (4.01) has a nearly two win advantage over QB7, with only QB2 (3.33) within a win of 

QB1.  By Y1-3, QB1 (5.82) would expect a win more than QB2 (4.81).  QB2 has more than a 

win more than QB4(3.80) in Y1-3.     

 

While a mid-tier investment at the Quarterback position can perform close to the elites at the 

position over a year, the mid-tier Quarterback will quickly trail behind the elites at the position 

over successive years.  This is easily seen when looking at the longevity of Quarterbacks.  At any 

given point, you may only feel comfortable with a dozen Quarterbacks over a two-to-three-year 
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window.  This shows up in the WORP data particularly over time with steep erosions, especially 

at longer windows.   

The top 5 Quarterbacks are the technical qualifiers for Supermax status, but the hit rates are 

slightly too inclusive for the Supermax status.  Based on the insecurity of non-hit Quarterbacks, 

they do not belong here, no matter their ADP.  Baker Mayfield and Trevor Lawrence are 

examples of the market putting Quarterbacks in this range without hits resulting in disastrous 

early returns.  Likewise, the Supermax status should be generous for Quarterbacks with a top 10 

ADP with multiple hits while being cautious about age and multiple-year contractual security.  

To qualify as a Supermax Quarterback, a Quarterback should meet the following criteria: 

1. Quarterbacks with three or more years of contractual security; and 

2. Either: 

a. Quarterbacks with Top 5 of ADP with a prior hit; or 

b. Quarterbacks in ADP in the Top 10 of ADP with multiple prior hits. 

Being selective in this tier is better than being too lenient.  This is meant to be an elite group of 

assets, that might only fit 3 to 5 Quarterbacks at a given time.  If the number is approaching 10, 

you are being too inclusive of players in the Supermax status.    

Star Players 

Star players are those players that have a top 40% chance to hit for multiple top half 

finishes in Y1-5.   

Below is a graph showing the implied probabilities for each position to hit for multiple top 12 

seasonal finishes in Y1-5.   

 

The positions that technically make the definition include: 
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• Top 7 Quarterbacks 

• Top 5 Running Backs  

• Top 8 Wide Receivers 

• Top 3 Tight Ends 

Given what we know about the Quarterback position and the Supermax assets, the rule for 

Quarterbacks are more nuanced in this tier.   The players that qualify as Star assets include:  

1. The remaining Quarterbacks in the Top 10 of ADP with a Hit 

2. Top 5 Running Backs 

3. Top 8 Wide Receivers 

4. Top 3 Tight Ends 

Additional profiles are presumptive Star assets even if they do not reach the threshold by ADP 

unless there are injuries or other related issues that cause them to not warrant their ADP.  These 

Star assets include:  

1. Top 12 Wide Receiver Finishers in the first two years of rookie deal 

2. Top 6 Running Back Finishers in the first two years of rookie deal 

Overall, it is unlikely there will be more than 24 Star Assets at a given time.   

Core Assets 

A core asset is a player who has not hit the Star asset threshold but has a 50% chance to hit 

a top half seasonal finish in Y1-3.   

By offseason ADP, the following positions have a historical top half hit rate of 50% or better in 

Y1-3: 

• Top 9 Quarterbacks 

• Top 13 Running Backs 

• Top 14 Wide Receivers 

• Top 3 Tight Ends 
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There is a gradual decline at both Running Back and Wide Receiver that track similarly across 

the position.  However, the steepest drops are at Quarterback, where QB1 projects to hit a top 6 

seasonal finish in Y1-3 73% of the top, but drops below 50% after QB9.   

Tight End has a lower starting point, with TE1 having a 55% chance to finish in the top 6 once in 

Y1-3, with TE4 at 49%.   

First round Running Backs nearly qualify as Core assets on their hit rates, while no rookie asset 

class tops 26%.  Below is the Y1-3 Top Half Hit Rates by position and draft round for rookies.  

 

The profiles that qualify as Core Assets include:  

1. Any remaining Top 10 Quarterbacks by ADP 

2. Top 18 Quarterback with multiple hits on resume with multiple years of job security 

3. Rookie Quarterbacks selected in the Top 10 picks of the NFL Draft 

4. Running Backs from 6 through 13 in ADP.   
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5. Wide Receivers from 9 through 14 in ADP. 

6. First Round Rookie Running Backs 

7. Future First Round Rookie Picks 

Additional profiles are presumptive Cores assets even if they do not reach the threshold by ADP 

unless there are injuries or other related issues that cause them to not warrant their ADP.  These 

Core assets include:  

1. Running Backs on rookie contracts with a top 12 hit 

2. Any Wide Receiver in the top 24 of positional ADP with a top 12 hit on their resume 

Overall, there about 20 to 40 core assets at any given point, and the top 3 to 4 rounds worth of 

players should be considered Core assets or better in dynasty fantasy football 

Contributing Assets 

Contributing assets are those that have a 50% chance of hitting at their position in Y1-3.    

By offseason ADP, the following positions have a hit rate of 50% or better in Y1-3: 

• Top 18 Quarterbacks 

• Top 33 Running Backs 

• Top 32 Wide Receivers 

• Top 16 Tight Ends  

 

 

While Quarterback 11 through 18 qualify here, this tier functions differently.  The Quarterbacks 

should include those top 18 Quarterbacks without multiple hits, first round rookie quarterbacks 
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not selected in the top 10 of the NFL Draft, and any projected Week 1 starters who has a hit on 

his resume belong in this range.   

Contributing Assets will include:  

1. Any remaining Top 18 Quarterbacks by ADP 

2. Quarterbacks projected to start Week 1 who have a hit on their resume 

3. First round rookie Quarterbacks not selected in the top 10 picks of the NFL Draft  

4. Remaining Running Backs from 14 through 33 in ADP 

5. Remaining Wide Receivers from 14 through 32 in ADP 

6. Tight Ends from 4 through 16 in ADP 

As rookies, second round Running Backs (45%), third round Running Backs (40%), first round 

Wide Receivers (45%) are all above the 40% Y1-3 hit rate.  Likewise, first round Tight Ends, 

given their flexibility, should be included as Contributing assets.   

In terms of Wide Receivers, prior production is a significant predictor of future production.  

Below is the hit rate of Wide Receivers by prior hit, with the contributing asset line on the graph.   

 

Wide Receivers up until an ADP of 40, who have prior hit on their resume, are above the 

Contributing asset line and should be considered Contributing assets.  

Additional profiles are presumptive Contributing assets even if they do not reach the threshold 

by ADP unless there are injuries or other related issues that cause them to not warrant their ADP.  

These Contributing assets include:  
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7. Wide Receivers with multiple prior hits, who are in the Top 40 of ADP 

8. Rookie Running Backs selected in the Second or Third Round of the NFL Draft 

9. Rookie Wide Receivers selected in the First Round of the NFL Draft 

10. Rookie Tight Ends Selected in the First Round of the NFL Draft 

11. Future Second Round Rookie Picks 

Partial contributing Assets 

Assets that do not qualify as contributing assets must have a purpose on your roster.  These 

purposeful players are known as Partial Contributing assets.  There should be three types of these 

Partial Contributing assets: backups, streamers, and value plays. 

Backups 

Generally, your backup Running Backs are Partial Contributing assets.  They are impactful in 

spot starts but generally are reservists.  Exceptions include those Running Backs with Day 2 

pedigree, projected future starters, or Running Backs like Kareem Hunt and AJ Dillon who can 

start even when their starters are playing. 

Quarterbacks in this range are your spot starters in the event of injury in 2QB or Superflex 

leagues.  If the league is non QB premium, you should not be using roster spots on these types of 

assets.   

A handful of Tight Ends may also qualify as partial contributors if they are backups.  These 

might be your day 3 picks on a developmental track or veterans with a history of production.  

Generally, if you are rostering these backup Tight Ends you want them to be at or near your 

lineup decisions outside the deepest of rosters.   

Streamers 

Your streamers in this range are players you will feel comfortable playing in short sample sizes 

when you have a need.  These may be multiple-week options that you have in your lineup or a 

single-week starting option on your roster.  Keep your expectations in this range reasonable.  If 

you are streaming a player for a week and then his necessity on your roster is over, move on 

from him.  There may be a sense of wanting to keep a player you just started, but if you are not 

going to play him and he is not a value growth candidate, do not let him get in the way of adding 

a better backup or streaming option.   

Value Plays 

There are players in this range that could see a spike in value.  Betting on this in Core or 

Contributing assets is a bad play, but at this cost, betting for a spike in value does not come at 

much risk.  These can include selective day 2 Wide Receivers and developmental situations you 

think are potential value opportunities, like players that could benefit from free agency.   

Roster Fodder 

If players are not in these asset categories, they do not have a clear role on your team, which 

should beg the question of why you are rostering them.  Be honest with yourself in evaluating 
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these players and be willing to move off roster fodder for players with better odds.  If you move 

from a 1% player to a 2% player, you are doubling your odds, which can add up quickly when 

eliminating roster fodder.   

Eight Tactics to Successfully Applying This Framework 
These tiers are important from the perspective of roster construction and allocation of resources.  

Below are some tactical guidelines to help you apply this framework in your leagues. 

1. The Boundaries Are Not Hard and Fast Rules 

As you go down in assets, the precise boundary of the assets becomes less strict.  Understand 

boundaries are set on a curve, not a cliff, so the difference between the worst of one asset and the 

best of the next asset is very small.  In practice, you should not sacrifice to move up from the 

best contributing asset to the worst core asset.   

2. ADP Is a Starting Point, Not the Only Answer 

ADP should not be the be-all and the end-all of player analysis.  Likewise, if a player meets a 

multi-year threshold, that is not conclusive how you should treat them as an asset.   

Instead, these are starting points for player valuation which should anchor you, limit your biases, 

and avoid the big miss.  If you start at the tier the player belongs to by ADP, you can implement 

your judgment on whether the market is right or wrong.  If your individual analysis of a player 

reveals something different from the market, that is okay but warrants further consideration.  A 

good way to frame this is to ask yourself “What if I am wrong?”   

If you are higher than players at low cost and leverage them to high roster share, you will not be 

hit by a miss as much as you are at a high cost.  This is an individual tolerance you will have to 

decide. 

3. Not All Players within an Asset are the Same 

Just because two players are of the same asset class, does not mean you should not have 

preferences between the two.  If you are going to upgrade within an asset class, just make sure 

the cost is reasonable.       

4. 2 for 1 

Generally speaking, I am willing to trade two assets to move up a tier.  This is not a hard and fast 

rule, but a general way I evaluate players.  I am particularly willing to do so at lower asset 

classes on my roster.   

The process should be to package up to a higher asset while backfilling your bench from the 

waiver wire.  

Then repeat.   

This will be easier said than done, but when you put names on your assets, you will be able to 

execute it seamlessly.   
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Instead of Player A and B for Player Z, think in terms of: “two Partial Contributing assets for a 

Contributing asset and a roster spot.”  “Two Contributing assets for a Core asset and a roster 

spot.” “Two Core Assets for a Star Asset.” 

The potential of exploiting efficiencies in this process are endless.  For example, trading two 

core assets for a star asset and a player you view as a core asset is entirely possible with the ways 

AOD values players differently than the market.  

Similarly, including as part of a deal the move from a future second round rookie pick to a future 

first round rookie pick, is a way to add an additional Core asset to your team.  

5. Strong Move Up the Board at Quarterback 

Exploiting the shapes of the odds curves for each position requires different tactics.  For the 

Quarterback position, you want to be moving up at the position.   

From a tactical perspective, there are five key strategies to keep in mind at the position.   

First, when a discounted elite Quarterback becomes available, he should be a target player. 

Discounts of Supermax or Star Quarterbacks may only happen a couple of times per year, so 

capitalizing is important. 

Second, when there is a chance to package a Contributing or Core Quarterback in a trade for a 

Star or Supermax Quarterback, you should feel okay to package multiple core players together in 

a deal to move up at the Quarterback position.  Core Wide Receivers are expendable in this way 

and can be a good source of an upgrade at the Quarterback position. 

Third, a move up in the startup draft, where you are not giving up a future first round pick, is 

almost always the cheapest way to get a Supermax Quarterback.  This will give your roster the 

flexibility to adjust in the startup draft to the trade. 

Fourth, you should rarely trade down at the Quarterback position.  If you do, you should only do 

so where there is a clear overpay, and you are getting another quarterback you feel very 

comfortable with as a Star Asset.  If you are not consistently trying to get better at the 

Quarterback position, you are giving up the high ceiling to your opponents.   

Fifth, trading into the Quarterback position in Superflex gives you additional flexibility and 

assets to maneuver in future trades.  Targeting depressed price Core or Contributing 

Quarterbacks may seem like overkill if you have two Supermax or Star Quarterbacks, but the 

addition lengthens your team’s potential attractiveness in future deals. 

6. Generally the Running Back is a Pivot Down Position 

Generally, in existing leagues, it is difficult to justify paying up at the Running Back position, 

because of the associated injury risks.   

a. Star Running Backs 
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You can trade up here, but this is more of a luxury investment for a playoff team looking for a 

bye, instead of a non-playoff team attempting to make the playoffs.   

If you are selecting a lot of Running Backs at lower costs in startup drafts or prioritizing Running 

Backs in rookie drafts, you have the odds to hit high at the position, without consolidating assets 

into high-priced Running Backs.   

 

When you invest this way, you can ride elite Running Backs when they get to become Star 

Assets.  For example, when you select Jonathan Taylor at 1.03 in a Superflex rookie draft, and he 

finds himself dominating en route to an RB1 finish in Y2, you have to treat your team as a 

contender.  The examples of Barkley and McCaffrey, falling off quickly after such early career 

dominance should guide your process.  When you find this situation, do not pull an Oklahoma 

City Thunder and trade James Harden entering his prime. Instead, embrace the fact you have an 

axis-shifting Star player and build around him in a two-year window.   

 

b. Core Running Backs 

In the Core assets, pivoting down can be very lucrative.  When evaluating these situations look 

for three factors: similar contractual security, similar touch projection, and different costs.  Your 

goal should be to trade between Running Backs in this range with similar contractual and touch 

projections and collect additional assets.  When you can make the pivot down in cost, while 

adding additional assets and contractual security, your team should really benefit.   

c. Contributing and Partial Contributing Running Backs 

Contributing and Partial Contributing Running Backs can be patched together to make a strong 

lineup.  When preparing for your league, remember there is no need to set a lineup before the 

season.  This is as true in January as it is in August.  If you need to start two Running Backs in a 

14-week regular season, remember you need 28 total starts.  These do not need to be pre-

determined as situations will present themselves on a week-to-week basis in season.  Instead, 

having volume in this range can make up for a lack of higher-quality assets.  When you use a 

Star or Core Running Back to make a trade for another asset, remember this is a range you can 

still use to compete despite a lack of higher assets.   

Spot Start Running Backs, or Human Hand Grenades, are typically Partial Contributing Assets.  

When you can make a trade for a Core Wide Receiver or Tight End from this tier, you are 

addressing needs from depth.    

There will be a lot of different types of player profiles in this range, which can make it 

complicated.  However, when you are sorting through Contributing assets, prioritize those with 

multiple years of security.  For example, historically there is a contractual security tier near 

RB20.  Starting Running Backs with multiple years of security will end around RB20, with those 

Running Backs after the tier break in a one-year contractual security range.  If they are injured, 

lose their job, or have a bad free agency period, they can crater in value.  Paying two 

Contributing Running Backs with only one year of security to move into the Core asset range is a 

great outcome.   
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7. Wide Receiver Is Generally a Pivot Down Position 

One of the difficulties of Wide Receiver is variance.  For example, two Wide Receivers with 

similar targets can perform very differently based on touchdown variance as a result, this can 

make distinguishing between similar players very difficult.  As a consequence, Wide Receiver is 

a pivot down position.   

a. Star Wide Receivers 

Star Wide Receivers can be dangerously inflated by the market.  Touchdown variance and youth 

are two factors that cause the market to overvalue Wide Receivers early in their career to the 

point they become dangerous bets.  

If you find yourself making a value base argument for preferring these Wide Receivers in startup 

drafts or in your teambuilding, consider collecting the value in the present while trading down 

for productive veterans.  Unless the Star Asset is a true 8 to 9 target per game player, you can 

trade down and take a similar production bet, while collecting the value difference in the form of 

picks, additional assets, or upgrades at other positions.   

b. Core Wide Receivers 

Sitting in the core range of Wide Receivers is a great teambuilding strategy.  Think of Core Wide 

Receivers as Innings Eaters. You are looking for these Wide Receivers to get you predictable 

season-long production you can depend on.  Your goal is a high season-long floor as a sturdy 

foundation to build the rest of your roster.    

This is similar to a pitcher who can throw a dependable amount of innings, like Jamie Moyer in 

the 1990s into the 2000s.  From 1997 through 2008, Moyer threw more than 195 innings in all 

but one season.  Moyer never finished better than fourth in Cy Young voting and only made one 

All-Star game, but averaged 3.1 wins over replacement (WAR) during the stretch, finishing 15th 

among pitchers in total WAR between 1997 and 2008.  His ability to aggregate innings to help 

the team is the same way you are trying to aggregate dependable target amounts on your team.  

With Moyer in the rotation, his teams knew there was a lower likelihood they would need long 

relief stints from the bullpen, and they could strategize accordingly.   Like an Innings Eater, your 

core Wide Receivers can eat innings and allow you to build depth at other positions.  

a. Contributing Wide Receivers 

How you acquire these Wide Receivers is key.  Taking bets at the Wide Receiver position should 

down by pivoting down between close profiles.  This is especially true in rookie drafts.  Instead 

of taking the most expensive Wide Receiver in a rookie class, trade down, and select a player 

with the same pedigree while pocketing future picks.   

For example, if you trade down from the top of a rookie draft where you would take a first round 

Wide Receiver and acquire a future first round rookie pick along with a lower cost first round 

Wide Receiver, you are adding a Core asset while taking a random bet within a draft range that 
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ADP has not historically been predictive.  This is an exploitable strategy in rookie drafts almost 

every year.    

Likewise, if you need Core Wide Receivers, you can use Contributing Running Backs who spike 

in utility in season to trade for a depressed cost Core Wide Receiver.  

8. Pivot Up at Tight End 

Your goal should be to pivot up at the Tight End position to get into the top 4 to 6 players at the 

position.  Outside this range, there is a lot of sameness.  Either you are an elite Tight End or you 

blend in.  This is a good position range to trade between assets while maximizing your other 

positions.  Taking a small downgrade among Contributing Tight Ends while upgrading from a 

Contributing to Core asset at another position is a low-risk way to upgrade.   

When looking for targets at the Tight End position outside of the elites, look for three different 

profiles: 

1. High-Efficiency Players (YPRR or Targets per route run) with low volumes 

2. Proven veterans with a starting job 

3. High Pedigree Tight Ends with a history of production who are TE2 or later in price 

These profiles, bundled together, can give you a functional group of Tight Ends if you do not 

have the elites.  When you can use lesser assets to land a Star Tight End, the risk is very much 

worth it.   
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Chapter 6: Confessions of a Recovering Productive Struggler: An 

Atonement and the Way Forward 
The productive struggle is a dynasty fantasy football strategy derived by Ryan McDowell of 

Dynastyleaguefootball.com.   The strategy is based on the educational concept where teachers let 

students struggle and attempt to “engage in making connections to things they already know, 

think creatively and try different avenues towards solutions.”15  The student’s struggles through 

the learning process as an educational tool allow the student to learn better over the long term.  

In other words, the short-term pain of working through a problem will have long-term gains of 

better understanding learning concepts, particularly in the fields of mathematics.   

As applied to dynasty fantasy football, the strategy allows for an initial unsuccessful season in 

your teambuilding with the aim of delayed gratification to build long-term success.  The concept 

was translated to dynasty through the startup draft process where owners will trade down and 

select players who will not produce in the near term with the hope of long-term production.  The 

strategy says initial struggle, combined with an early rookie pick the following draft, will set 

your team on a successful journey in year two and beyond. 

In my early years as a dynasty GM, my teams largely adhered to the productive struggle.  My 

teams would be focused on long-term builds, with the aim of winning well into the future.  In 

startup drafts, I sought to be productive by trading down, taking long-term bets, and trying to win 

in future years.  Depth and youth were important factors in the way I would build dynasty 

fantasy football teams. 

My teams were dominated by “developmental wide receivers”, the thought of a player retiring on 

my roster terrified me, and rostering Running Backs felt like a waste of potential resources that 

had to be traded at the sight of any possible uptick in trade value.   

I saw so many other rosters doing the same thing, so I thought I had dynasty figured out.   

I was wrong.   

These Are My Confessions 
After years of this approach, I have come to realize, the productive struggle is a losing bet.  For 

the seven reasons below, the strategy is flawed, and diverging from the crowd is the positive 

long-term value bet.    

1. I Would Rather Win 

The more I play dynasty, the less I think other dynasty GMs actually play to win the game.   

Below is a poll conducted on Twitter about Dynasty sentiment.   

 
15 MIND Research Institute. “Productive Struggle & Math Rigor: St Math.” STMath, MIND Research Institute, 

https://www.stmath.com/productive-struggle-math-rigor.  
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The most common response to the question of “What’s your favorite part of Dynasty FF” was 

winning a championship (39.1%), but more than 60% of respondents answered something else.  

The next most common answer was trading (27.2%) followed by building a young team with 

potential (17.6%) and acquiring draft capital (16.2%).   

When looking at your league, keep in mind that other GMs may enjoy other aspects of the game 

more than winning.  This goes for analysis too.  Podcasts focusing on trades specifically can be 

more geared to transactions and demonstrating rosters on social media than winning.  Keep this 

in mind when you are making trades, engaged in the teambuilding process, and deciding whose 

advice to listen to.   

The other choices, trading, focusing on building young teams, and acquiring draft capital, all in 

line with the Productive Struggle, prioritize things other than actually winning a league.  I have 

rejected the Productive Struggle because I would rather win.   

2. The Productive Strategy Is Not Built For Modern Dynasty Fantasy Football 

In his original series of articles on the strategy, Ryan McDowell wrote “The requirement of only 

one starting Running Back allows me to focus on building my team base from the Wide Receiver 

position, while hopefully also grabbing a top young Quarterback and Tight End[.]”16   

At the time the strategy was announced in 2014, the predominant format in dynasty fantasy 

football was a 1QB league.  The strategy of prioritizing safe long-term positions is sensible, even 

where data suggests choosing Wide Receiver over Running Back is not necessarily an 

advantageous strategy.   

Likewise, the strategy of deoptimizing non-premium positions is sound.  This is especially true 

where the cost of missing at Quarterback or Tight End in formats that only start one of each 

without major premiums is small.  If you miss on Quarterbacks or Tight Ends in non-premium 

formats, the cost to fix either position is low, because you can typically fix the issue with a 

quality option for less than a first round rookie pick.  If you miss at these positions in the draft, 

you can also stream replacement options from the waiver wire.  For example, the likes of Tyler 

 
16 McDowell, Ryan, and Ryan McDowellTeam Lead at Dynasty League FootballIn addition to his role as partner 

here at DLF. “Dynasty Blueprint: Productive Struggle.” Dynasty League Football, 27 Feb. 2016, 

https://dynastyleaguefootball.com/2014/06/29/dynasty-blueprint-productive-struggle/. 
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Huntley were playable at the position in short sample sizes in the fantasy playoffs in the 2021 

fantasy season.  

In modern dynasty fantasy football, the Productive Struggle’s utility is questionable.  If the aim 

of the Productive Struggle is to build around long-term assets at premium positions, Superflex 

will place an emphasis on Quarterbacks.  When you look for the options that have the best 

chance of long-term production, it is the Quarterbacks who have multiple hits, who have higher 

odds than Quarterbacks without hits.   

This becomes a major decision point.  Do you draft Trevor Lawrence in the first round ahead of 

Joe Burrow and Russell Wilson who have a more informed range of outcomes?  Do you draft 

Justin Fields in the second round or a more proven Matthew Stafford?  Trey Lance or reigning 

MVP Aaron Rodgers?   

The unproven rookies may have higher value upside, but as discussed in the Quarterback 

chapter, the odds of production are massively in favor of the Quarterbacks with prior hits on their 

resume. If you choose to go the long-term bet, it is suboptimal, both in the near-term and long-

term production.  Any future gain you may realize by selecting a Quarterback without a hit will 

have already been negated by the production difference that occurs in the present.  In this way, 

selecting a young unproven Quarterback is a choice of struggling for the sake of struggling.   

Once you choose to take the best long-term bet, the Quarterback with multiple hits, you instantly 

put yourself in a Two Way Go, with an option for short and long-term production.  

This is especially true if you can pick the veteran with multiple hits in a trade down.  For 

example, acquiring Matthew Stafford and a future first round rookie pick for Trevor Lawrence, 

or two future firsts and Aaron Rodgers for Trevor Lawrence in 2021.  In 2021, these 

Quarterbacks would likely have improved your lineup by at least two wins over starting 

Lawrence.  Lawrence would need to hit an elite range of outcomes for multiple years to make up 

for the advantage he gave to Stafford and Rodgers, not to mention the draft pick equity you could 

also gain in the trade down.   

Given the importance of Quarterbacks from a production and long-term dynasty teambuilding 

perspective, a productive struggle that focuses on young Quarterbacks is a -EV bet you just 

cannot take.   

3. Being Different Is Better Than Blending In 

In the series on Productive Struggle, McDowell wrote “If the majority of your league is drafting 

youth or Wide Receivers early, why go against that.” 

If you are in a 12-team league, you need to be in the top 8.3% of the league to win the 

championship.   

There are generally two approaches to do this.   
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The first is to play within the same presumptions of other dynasty GMs and be the best one of 

those 12 at applying those presumptions.  This requires you to pick players better than the 11 

other dynasty GMs in your league.     

The second way is to reject the same presumptions of the other dynasty GMs and be right.  When 

you reject the strategy of others, you can massively profit when the underlying presumptions of 

the 11 other dynasty GMs are wrong or fail.   

Fitting in is not always a good strategy.  If you are invited to a crack house, you will be popular 

with the addicts if you bring an 8 ball, but staying home is the more profitable strategy in the 

long-term.    

Many of the presumptions of dynasty fantasy football are accepted truths.  A commonly accepted 

truth is Wide Receivers are better investments than Running Backs.  Similarly, value, instead of 

production ability, is the most important part of your roster build.  Or age is a critical factor to 

dynasty success.  In trading, it is buy low, sell high.   

These are commonly accepted dynasty truisms that are not correlated with winning.  Being the 

same as everyone else in a league is like jumping off a bridge because your friends are doing it.   

When 12 dynasty GMs are following the same style of picking players it is unlikely and rare for 

one of those GMs to be consistently better than the others over the long-term because picking 

players is exceedingly difficult to do at a better rate than the market.  Instead, if you are 

strategically differentiated from your opponents, you are likely picking from a different set of 

players, with a different set of presumptions.  Likewise, if you are looking for successful 

patterns, you can structure teams and trades to know what is +EV in ways that do not require you 

to pick players correctly.   

4. Building a Team Attractive to Other GMs is Playing the Wrong Game 

When discussing the need to draft like other dynasty GMs by avoiding players the market does 

not find attractive, McDowell also wrote, “…You would clearly be taking the players others in 

your league value less, meaning you would be left with few trade options at the conclusion of the 

startup.” 

The idea of building your teams as an attractive dynasty trading partner misses critical edges in 

the game, especially when everyone else is doing the same thing.  There are finite resources in 

dynasty fantasy football.  For example, you only have a limited amount of roster spots or draft 

picks.  In this set of constraints, being different has a big payoff.   

The Houston Rockets fully embracing the 3-point shot over the mid-range 2 point shot and the 

Oakland Athletics embracing on base percentage over batting average and stolen bases are 

classic examples in sports.  Their embrace of contrarian strategies made their teams productive, 

while not necessarily the most attractive trade partner.  The same players that were a production 

bargain were unlikely to draw significant trade interest in a market that was discounting them.  

Trading can help you win, but you do not need to build your team around making dynasty trades 

to win your league.   
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If you are facing the decision of two players, are you going to forgo one you think is the best 

player for your team for the one you think might be more attractive to other GMs?  Given the 

principles of the Analytics of Dynasty, the ability to pick productivity is significantly more 

predictable than the whims of how other dynasty GMs would value these players in the future.   

And do not worry: good players traditionally have suitors in the trade market.  If you hit on 

players more than your competing GMs you will have plenty of trading opportunities.   

5. Cannot Ignore Undervalued Assets 

There are certain types of assets the market consistently undervalues.  For example, Wide 

Receivers in their late 20s, who have a history of top 24 production with a high target projection, 

are a profile that is typically undervalued by the market.  Mike Evans, Keenan Allen, and 

Brandin Cooks are examples of players who reflect the profile.  They are consistent top 24 

producers who are depreciating trade value assets.  Regardless of their production in future years, 

they will descend in market value.   

These players become systematically undervalued because the market is treating value as more 

important than production.  For example, after being a top 5 Wide Receiver in the offseason, 

CeeDee Lamb produced 1.0 points ahead of Brandin Cooks in PPR scoring in 2021.  Cooks for 

much of the offseason was available in the WR40 or beyond range of startup drafts.  This 

conundrum is common as Wide Receivers who are producing in a WR2 range at age 23 are 

welcomed as heroes while those producing in the same range at 28 are persona non grata.  

In truth, these 23-year-olds are dangerous profile to bet on progressing.  Wide Receivers in this 

range early in their careers like Amari Cooper and D.J. Moore were early producers in this range 

that stagnated in this range instead of elevating to elite level producers.  

Instead of taking the overvalued underproducing young profile, because he is “value insulated”, 

leveraging his value in a trade, while backfilling his lineup spot with undervalued Wide 

Receivers, is maximizing your roster’s potential.   

6. Protecting Market Value is a Waste of Assets 

A frequent argument in favor of productive struggle is that it is necessary to draft players who 

will preserve or gain market value.  Trevor Lawrence was a good example in 2021.  AOD 

Contributing Author Scott Connor for example said Lawrence was “the most insulated rookie 

QB ever.  Maybe the most insulated rookie ever” regardless of whether he produced a top 5 

scoring finish in his career.17 Throughout the 2021 offseason, Lawrence was a first-round 

startup pick in dynasty Superflex drafts, while ranking in the top 10 of the Quarterback position.   

After a disappointing rookie season, Lawrence’s value fell, with about a round of startup 

valuation lost in early offseason startup drafts.  After his disappointing rookie season, similar 

 
17 Connor, Scott (@charleschillFFB). “He is the most insulated rookie QB ever.  Maybe the most insulated rookie 

ever.  I am even fine if Lawrence never has a top 5 fantasy season.  He’s still worth what he is.”  Twitter, 23 April  

2021,  https://twitter.com/CharlesChillFFB/status/1385588708641026050?s=20 
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arguments about his market value sustained, including the insulated value he carried has proven 

true as his market value has not dropped significantly.18   

There are multiple problems with the preservation of market value as a strategy.   

First, about 50% of market value is determined by the prior season’s total points scored.  If your 

players are bad, they are likely to go down in value.   

Second, preservation of value at the cost of points caps your ability to win.  If you spend high-

level assets on non-scoring players, you will struggle to compete against other dynasty GMs.     

Third, the opportunity cost is significant.  Holding Trevor Lawrence for the purpose of saving 

market valuation sacrifices the ability to use his cost in the present for productive options.  For 

example, if you wanted to trade Trevor Lawrence for an elite Quarterback, it would be cheaper to 

do so in August 2021 than January 2022.  Acquiring Patrick Mahomes for Trevor Lawrence and 

a future first could have been attainable in the 2021 offseason but in the 2022 offseason, you 

would be unlikely to get Mahomes for the cost of Lawrence and two future first round picks.  In 

addition, you would have lost the multiple wins Mahomes added to your record in the 2021 

season.   

7. Contending Windows Are Shorter Than You Expect 

On June 12, 2012, the Oklahoma City Thunder walked off the floor of the Chesapeake Energy 

Arena in Oklahoma City, with a 1-0 lead in the NBA finals.  To get there, Oklahoma City swept 

the defending champion Dallas Mavericks, beat the Los Angeles Lakers who had won the 2010 

NBA Championship, and beat a San Antonio Spurs team in 6 games that would win the 2013 

NBA Championship.   

In their Game 1 victory, the Thunder were led by two 23 year old players they drafted in the top 

4 picks of the NBA Draft within the prior five years.  One of those 23 year old players, Russell 

Westbrook, had just signed a five-year extension six months before.  He would go on to win two 

scoring titles, and an NBA MVP award.  The other, Kevin Durant, was in the first year of a five-

year extension.  He was amid a run of five straight NBA scoring titles, would go on to win two 

NBA MVP awards, two NBA titles, and two NBA Finals MVPs.  A third player, James Harden, 

that season’s Sixth Man of the year, would go on to win three scoring titles and an NBA MVP.   

The Oklahoma City Thunder walked off their home court that evening near the zenith of NBA 

power, with a 1-0 lead, home court advantage, with three players under 24 years old that would 

combine to win 6 scoring titles and 4 NBA MVP awards over the next ten seasons.  

The fact the Durant-Westbrook-Harden core would not win another finals game, let alone a 

championship, was unfathomable.  However, Oklahoma City would go on to lose Game 2 before 

 
18 Michael [@aNellytics].  “(“Time for a Trevor Lawrence brain dump: Part of what was so great about about 

drafting TLaw last year was that he carried insulated value. That has proven true, as he has put together about as bad 

of a season as imaginable, and yet his value has not dropped very much.”, December 29, 2021, 

https://twitter.com/aNellytics/status/1476244341987414021?s=20. 
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suffering three straight road losses at Miami, including a 15 point loss in Game 5 that ended the 

series with a Heat Title.   

That offseason, with another massive contract extension looming, the Thunder traded James 

Harden to the Houston Rockets for Jeremy Lamb, Kevin Martin, two future first round picks, and 

a future second round pick. 

After trading Harden, the Thunder would make it back to the Conference finals twice in the next 

four years, losing in the 2014 Conference Finals to future Champion San Antonio Spurs and 

losing in the 2016 Conference Finals to the Golden State Warriors. After the 2016 loss to the 

Warriors, Kevin Durant would leave in free agency to join the Warriors.  With Westbrook their 

only remaining star, the Thunder would go on to make the playoffs but lose three straight first 

round series before trading Westbrook and entering a rebuild.   

Two key developments closed the championship window of the Thunder, one of their own 

making and another unforeseen development out of their control.  First, the Thunder traded 

James Harden for multiple role players and picks.  In the near-decade since, NBA teambuilding 

strategy has been consumed by acquiring three superstars in the pursuit of a title, the exact type 

of opportunity the Thunder let walk out the door.     

Second, one of the greatest dynasties in sports in this century, the Warriors, would dominate the 

Western Conference over the better part of the rest of the decade.   

The idea of a Productive Struggle, with perpetual profit after year one is enticing.  However, the 

problem with the productive struggle is we overestimate the length of a contending window even 

for high-level assets.   

In dynasty fantasy football, Saquon Barkley is a good example.  In his rookie season, Barkley 

was an immediate success, finishing as the RB2 behind only Christian McCaffrey.  With a 

WORP over 2.0, Barkley was 22 years old with an elite profile, and ranking at or near the top of 

the position.   

In almost every way, Barkley was an elite, foundational fantasy asset you could build around.   

And then he wasn’t.   

Barkley played 13 games in his second season in 2019 and missed time with a high ankle sprain.  

He was good, but not great, seeing a drop in rushing yards per game from his rookie season (81.7 

down to 77.2) despite an increase in rushing attempts per game (16.3 to 16.7).  

 Barkley Rookie Season Barkley Second Season 

Games 16 13 

Rush Att/G 16.3 16.7 

Rush Yds/G 81.7 77.2 

TD/G 0.69 0.46 

Rec/G 5.7 4.0 

Rec Yds/G 45.1 33.7 

Rec TD/G 0.25 0.15 
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Much of his downtick in production was forgiven as Barkley missed three games in his second 

season with a high ankle sprain that he likely returned too early from and was never fully 

himself.   

The third season was expected to be his bounce-back season before he tore the ACL in his knee 

in Week 2 and missed the season.  His fourth season was likewise a disappointment, including 

less than 50 rushing yards per game on average, with his offensive coordinator fired and his 

Quarterback struggling.   

Christian McCaffrey is a similar story.  As a successive RB1 finisher in 2018 and 2019, 

including one of the most consequential seasons in fantasy football history in 2019, McCaffrey 

was locked in as the top non-Quarterback in dynasty leagues in 2020. Since then, he has played a 

total of 10 games while averaging 21.8 points per game but has not played a game in December. 

He will be entering his age 26 season with only 10 games in the prior two seasons.   

McCaffrey and Barkley are emblematic of the problems with the Running Back position: they 

are at risk of short shelf lives but offer immense upside.   

In prior years, I have made the assumption elite Running Backs could have long-term high-end 

production.  Sometimes they have turned out to be Alvin Kamara.  Other times they have 

become Barkley.  When Running Backs hit for high-end production, some dynasty analysts will 

tell you to trade away your Running Backs for Wide Receivers because they will be long-term 

assets.   

The other alternative lesson I’ve learned is to push your chips in.  We think contending windows 

are long, but in reality, there is so much turnover, injury, and change in production outside the 

tightest of core non-Quarterbacks that if you find yourself in a contending window, you need to 

be aggressive.  If you have an elite producing young Running Back and are competitive, act like 

you are in a two-year championship window in your trades and teambuilding.   

Two Way Go Principles 
Dynasty GMs attempting to follow the Productive Struggle all too often fall into flawed 

strategies that are suboptimal for dynasty GMs attempting to win their leagues.   

A better way forward in dynasty fantasy football is a Two Way Go strategy, where you build 

your team to create as many opportunities as possible.  I wrote about this in the 2020 Edition of 

the Analytics of Dynasty and implemented this in multiple ways throughout the 2021 startup 

draft season.   

There are several principles and applications that make the Two Way Go a profitable dynasty 

fantasy football strategy.   

1. Maximum Flexibility 
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The goal for the Two Way Go is to give your dynasty team the ability to contend in the short-

term and the long-term.   The Two Way Go should maximize your team’s outs similar to the 2 

Weeks, 2 Months, and 2 Years concept in the 2021 Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty.  

The Two Way Go is designed to give you the most information you can have at any point to 

make a decision.  For example, if you are doing a startup or a rebuilding team projection in 

January, you know little about the landscape in September, let alone the playoffs in December.  

If you drafted in January 2021 you could not have imagined starting Darrell Williams, Craig 

Reynolds, the LA Rams version of Sony Michel, or D’Onta Foreman in December 2021.   

This is a yearly phenomenon.  As decisions become closer, you will learn more information that 

will improve your decision making.  Avoiding bets with low information while creating the 

ability to make bets with high information is a subtle but sizeable edge in your league.  

Collecting rookie picks in a startup draft is an example.  You do not have to select a rookie with 

them, but instead, use them as trade assets when you get more information about your team’s 

ability to contend.   

2. Play in Two- or Three-Year Windows 

In studying base rates, density rates, and hit rates, it is clear there are few long-term assets in 

dynasty fantasy football.  For example, few contracts are more than two-year deals on anything 

but the most elite assets.  With the injury rates and uncertainty of long-term production, it is very 

difficult to expect longevity beyond the guarantees of current contracts.   

While early career high level and high-cost performers can be valuable assets, Michael Thomas 

and JuJu Smith-Schuster are examples of elite early-career performers who quickly eroded in 

their mid-20s.  Likewise, early-career performers like Amari Cooper and Brandin Cooks, who 

settle in as WR2-type producers, can see their value erode to the point they become consistent 

dynasty values by their mid-20s.   

3. A Willingness to Trade Future Assets 

For years, I would not trade future assets.  In particular, I would not trade future first round 

picks.  Over more than two dozen teams I did so less than five times in five years.  Trading 

future picks was just an athame to me and I just did not want to risk my future to push chips in 

on the present.   

This belief has changed.  I am willing to trade future assets for current production with a few 

guidelines.  I will prefer to move young unproven players but will move rookie picks in a way I 

would not have in prior years.  With so much of the dynasty community having a preference for 

picks and long-term players, this can be a high payoff if you follow a couple of principles.   

First, I will trade young and unproven assets for established difference-making veterans.  These 

deals typically take two forms.  One form is a package trade for a high-level asset.  An example 

from 2021 included an August trade of two contributing assets in the form of Trey Sermon and 

Cole Kmet for core asset D.J. Moore and partial contributing asset Donald Parham.  Sermon and 

Kmet, especially in formats where Tight Ends score 2PPR, could have been productive assets but 
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D.J. Moore is a big step in historical odds and production.  Another trade was Brandon Aiyuk, 

Kadarius Toney, and 3.02 for Lamar Jackson, James Robinson, and James Conner in a 1QB 

format.  Aiyuk was a difficult asset to give up, especially in the aftermath of his rookie season 

performance, but the jump in odds from Aiyuk to Lamar Jackson was noteworthy even in a start 

1QB league.  These deals, especially when done from depth, can improve your championship 

equity.   

Second, I will trade future first round picks on contending teams.  This is a sliding scale as these 

trades need to be done in a manner that guards the quality of the pick.  If you do not make the 

playoffs, it is ideal to keep the pick because it will be high in the round.  The way to guard 

against the pick being high in the round is to make the trade when you have more certainty about 

the direction of your team.  This includes both his ability to help your team and your team’s 

actual direction.   

Making this type of trade in January leaves you more uncertainty.  If you trade future assets in 

January, you run the risk your team will not be the contender you expect in the fall.  For 

example, injuries, the NFL Draft, suspensions, retirements, or lost jobs could affect your team in 

way you do not appreciate months before the season begins, let alone almost a year before the 

fantasy championship.   

For similar reasons, trading liquid assets early in the offseason for a single asset is risky as the 

player may not actually help a contender.   

Third, the trades have to be for high-level assets in the format you are playing.  In this type of 

trade, I typically will not spend first round picks on non-top 30 startup assets.  If you are within 

the line of top 30 assets, you know you are typically targeting the type of elite assets that hit high 

enough the following year or two that make risk from trading your pick low.   

4. A Willingness to Add at the Trade Deadline 

For years, I would not add players to contending teams at the trade deadline because I did not 

want to give up future assets.   

This is a mistake for two critical reasons.   

First, we play to win the game.  If you are a contender, try to win.  Contending windows can be 

short, so if you find yourself in one, continue to open the window and expand your championship 

equity.   

Second, the trade deadline is a great place to find a discount on a core asset.  If you are in a 

winning window, there is a good marketplace for assets to help your team.  With the possibility a 

quarter or more of the league is selling assets, you are directly opposed to these dynasty GMs in 

strategy.  If you are using future assets for contending pieces, pay up.  Go big game hunting and 

use your future assets to trade for high-end players.  The mistake people make is to buy 

temporary assets, that do not make a difference.  Be willing to pay up for an actual difference-

maker. 
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Two Way Go Case Studies 
Broadly speaking, there are three lenses to look at teambuilding: startup drafts, rebuilding teams, 

and contending teams.  Below, I provide an example of each to profile the strategic teambuilding 

that will increase your championship equity and can make your team a true dynasty.   

Startup Drafts 

In startup drafts, particularly early in the year, the focus of teambuilding should be on Supermax 

Quarterbacks along with Star and Core assets while also accumulating future flexibility.  As the 

season gets closer, you will have more information about specific situations, but early in the 

offseason, there are a lot of unknowns that should shape your strategy.  

Contract situations are a great example of this phenomenon.  In January, a player may be a free 

agent.  Likewise, there is injury, legal, and draft uncertainty between January and the season’s 

start in September.  This uncertainty decreases as the offseason progresses, with different times 

bringing more information than others.   

The three periods of the offseason where you get the most answers about these uncertainties are 

in March when the league year ends and free agency opens, the NFL Draft traditionally held in 

April or May, and training camps in July and August.   

If you are selecting players in January, you have a lot less information than you will have in 

August and should modify your decisions accordingly.  Injury away Running Backs are a great 

example, as those without draft pedigree or financial commitment are particularly vulnerable 

early in the calendar. 

In August 2021, I joined a Safeleagues startup draft.  The Safeleagues format is Superflex with 6 

point passing touchdowns and -4 points per interception along with 2 points per reception for 

Tight Ends.  The format is otherwise straight PPR, with starting requirements of one 

Quarterback, two Running Backs, three Wide Receivers, one Tight End, one Superflex position, 

and two flex positions.  The format puts a premium on good Quarterbacks and makes Tight Ends 

playable in the flex on a weekly basis.   

In my startup draft, I drew 1.06 and set out to implement a Two Way Go.   

Trade 1: Give 1.06 and 2.07 and Receive 1.01 and 6.12 

The 1.06 pick would likely land me a Quarterback, but I was unsure there would be a Supermax 

Quarterback available at the pick.  Throughout the offseason I found success trading up in startup 

drafts to land Supermax Quarterbacks at inexpensive prices.  I viewed this trade as a move from 

a Star Asset and a Core Asset to a Supermax Quarterback and a Contributing Asset.   

The expense of the trade was likely a downgrade at Wide Receiver.  Based on the average draft 

position at the time, a decision between CeeDee Lamb and Amari Cooper would have been an 

ADP proxy of the move from 2.07 to 6.12.  Over the next two-year window, I expected a similar 

target volume for Lamb and Cooper.  Over the long-term, there was a potential Lamb would 

have high-end WR1 type production, in line with his valuation in ADP.  However, in the near 

term, a more reasonable expectation was Lamb performing within a target or two per game of 
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Cooper over the next two seasons.  Even if Lamb outproduced Cooper, it was not the type of bet 

that would be a multi-game loser, especially when acquiring Mahomes, the clear best player in 

the deal.   

Interestingly, Dak Prescott was available at 1.06, an unlikely outcome, while 2.07 was Tyreek 

Hill.  With the 6.12 I received in return for my trade became Tom Brady, a key part of the Two 

Way Go.   

Pick 1: Patrick Mahomes (1.01) 

Patrick Mahomes is the best Superflex dynasty asset.  In what was widely thought of as a down 

season in 2021, Mahomes posted a top 6 seasonal finish.  He has an unmatched combination of 

ceiling and floor.   

Trade 2: Give 3.06 and 2022 2nd; Receive 4.12 and 2022 1st  

I thought I would be targeting a Tight End in the middle of the third round, but 3.06 fell after the 

Darren Waller and George Kittle range of the Tight End position.  The Running Back position 

had a lot of sameness in the range, while the best Quarterback remaining was Aaron Rodgers.  I 

thought a core strategy in this league would be selecting Deshaun Watson as a long-term core 

asset to pair with Mahomes, while backfilling with a high-end veteran starter in either Aaron 

Rodgers or Tom Brady.  This combination would effectively bridge any suspension Watson 

received for the legal problems he faced at the time.   

At the time, Rodgers was dealing with a depressed startup cost because of his offseason threats 

to hold out and had a median draft position in the fourth round.  The draft was just after he had 

returned to Green Bay, but before the startup draft position reflected the true movement in his 

price.  I thought by trading down I would be able to get Rodgers or Watson in the fourth round, 

with the ability to potentially double-dip at the Quarterback position.  The opposing GM ended 

up selecting Clyde Edwards-Helaire, while I pocketed the difference between my second and his 

first.   

Trade 3: Give 4.07; Receive 4.10 and 2022 2nd  

With my pick at 4.07, I was picking twice in the back half of the fourth round.  An opposing GM 

wanted to trade up for D’Andre Swift.  Without a clear target at Running Back or Wide 

Receiver, and without Hockenson on the board, I had Mark Andrews and Noah Fant as my 

targets.  The trade down was simply the tax I was collecting on the other GM’s certainty in 

trading up.   

Pick 2: Mark Andrews (4.10) 

In a tier with T.J. Hockenson and Noah Fant, Andrews was a clear target player in the range after 

Hockenson was taken.  With Rodgers and Watson both selected in the third round, I took 

Andrews with the hope Fant would fall to me at 4.12.   

Pick 3: Noah Fant (4.12) 
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Fant fell. In a Tight End premium league, Fant would be the equivalent of a high-end RB2 

during weekly flex considerations.   Pairing him with Andrews also gave me flexibility if I 

wanted to sell a Tight End in the future because I would still have a top 8 option at the position.   

Trade 4: Give 5.06; Receive 8.11 and 2022 1st  

I still felt fine waiting at Wide Receiver and with Tom Brady in mind in the next pick or two, I 

felt fine trading down to give myself flexibility.  I did not feel like I had a clear right answer at 

the pick and moving down three and a half rounds in a range of Contributing Assets is not a 

significant change in expected outcomes.  Meanwhile, adding the first-round rookie pick was a 

liquid asset to flexibly build my team.  I also could have taken Josh Jacobs, David Montgomery, 

or Miles Sanders in the range but thought there was a good chance one of the players would fall 

another round.   

Pick 4: Miles Sanders (6.07) 

This selection reflects a core Analytics of Dynasty strategy: when there is a spread of costs 

amongst a profitable player profile, waiting until the end of the profile and selecting the last 

player available is a +EV strategy.  Running Backs with a hit on their resume, on a rookie deal, 

with multiple years of security are one of those types of profiles to target.  David Montgomery, 

Josh Jacobs, and Miles Sanders represented the last of the tier when I was on the clock at 5.06.  

With a trade back I was able to accumulate future flexibility and take a shot at the profile in the 

next round.  I was able to secure Sanders as the last of the profile after Jacobs and Montgomery 

were taken between 5.06 and 6.07.   

Pick 5: Tom Brady (6.12) 

Selecting Brady at the cost was largely all upside.  At QB20, Brady was a low-risk high reward 

bet.  No Quarterback remaining on the board had the potential to be a top-five QB in 2021.  

Brady was coming off a good season in his first season in Tampa Bay, with a good set of 

weapons in Mike Evans, Chris Godwin, Antonio Brown, Rob Gronkowski, and Leonard 

Fournette.  At 44, Brady was certainly near the end of his career, but the situation was such that 

he had a difference-making upside unique in the range.   

In this format, two elite Quarterbacks surrounded by replacement players can make the playoffs.  

Pairing Brady and Mahomes together is an immediate contending team.  If each produced a top 6 

seasonal finish in Y1 I was a heavy favorite to make the playoffs.  With three first round picks in 

hand, this Brady selection was an ideal Two Way Go bet.   

It may seem unorthodox to combine Tom Brady with multiple added future firsts in a startup 

draft.  A combination of a clear win-now asset (Brady) and win later assets (future picks) could 

actually be self-defeating.  Brady was good enough that he could lift my team into a fringe 

playoff contender while the picks could have been players I could have used to contend in 2021.  

With Brady lifting my floor, the picks sitting in my war chest could be a ceiling capping strategy. 

In building a team, combining Brady with a lot of picks was not a bet that I was right on my team 

build.  Instead, the combination of Brady with a lot of picks was a bet I could do what was right 
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with how my team actually turned out.  This was keeping both ways, a competitive 2021 team 

and a development year in 2021 open as strategies that I could choose depending on how the 

season turned out.     

If the Mahomes-Brady tandem is a contender early in the season, I have the assets to add core 

players around the roster to win in Y1.  If for some reason the Mahomes-Brady tandem is not a 

contending team, I have the potential to sell Brady to a contender, and the picks to address a core 

Quarterback heading into 2022.   

Pick 6: Robert Woods (7.06) 

The selection of Robert Woods was a bet on the right offense, in the newly formed Matthew 

Stafford-led LA Rams offense, but ultimately the wrong Wide Receiver as Cooper Kupp, 

selected nearly two rounds later (9.04), produced the WR1 finish in Y1.  Woods himself 

performed as a WR2 prior to his injury midseason.  From this range, a WR2 finish is a good 

return on the pick and would have been a success if Woods was not injured.   

Pick 7: Derek Carr (8.07) 

Derek Carr was the last of the starting Quarterbacks I felt comfortable with on a multiple-year 

window.  At the time, Carr was the starting Quarterback for the Raiders but never felt long for 

that job during the Jon Gruden era.  With a tradable contract, Carr was enough of an asset to 

expect to start in the league over the next two to three years, even if he was not starting for the 

Raiders.  This selection gave me options if Brady retired or failed to meet expectations in Y1.   

Trade 5: Gave 8.11; Received 11.02 and 2022 2nd 

So much of the analysis in the dynasty sphere is about picking players, but over the long-term, it 

is difficult to be consistently right, especially in a range of the draft, filled with Contributing 

Assets, that at best has a 40 to 50% expected hit rate.  Instead, outside the core rounds, moving 

down the draft board while staying in a largely similar range, while stockpiling future picks is 

ideal as you can succeed without successfully distinguishing between players.  This trade is a 

good example.  The difference between 8.11 and 11.02 is small.  At worst, with 11.02 I was 

going to select a priority injury away Running Back while the 2022 2nd round rookie pick gave 

me options to address my roster this year or next.   

Trade 6: Gave 11.06, 12.07, and 13.06; Receive 18.08, 21.05, 24.08 and 2022 1st  

This was an easy opportunity for upside and a reminder that beneficial trades can come from 

anywhere.  This was initially proposed by an opposing GM, and with a couple of small 

modifications to the trade, I was able to land a Core Asset (2022 1st round rookie pick) at the cost 

of a downgrade in picks in a Partial Contributing Asset range.  When applying the Hierarchy of 

Assets, this is a gold standard type of trade.   

One of the easiest ways to trade is to simply ask the question “what side improves my 

championship equity?”  If I made the picks I would have a slight positive advantage in the 11th, 

12th, and 13th rounds than the picks in the 18th, 21st, and 24th rounds but the future first round pick 
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is such a valuable asset in teambuilding, the downgrade in startup draft picks does not matter.  It 

is worth noting the same type of assets I selected with the picks I sent were the type I used with 

the picks I received, injury away Running Backs.  Again, I was making a trade where I could 

succeed without successfully distinguishing between players.   

Post Draft Roster 

After the draft, my roster looked as follows. 

Quarterback Running Back Wide Receiver Tight End 

Patrick Mahomes 

(1.01 – QB1) 

Miles Sanders 

(6.07 – RB22) 

Robert Woods 

(7.06 – WR25) 

Mark Andrews 

(4.10 – TE6) 

Tom Brady 

(6.12 – QB20) 

Mike Davis 

(11.02 – RB32) 

Robby Anderson 

(9.06 – WR37) 

Noah Fant 

(4.12 – TE7) 

Derek Carr 

(8.07 – QB26) 

Phillip Lindsay 

(16.07 – RB51) 

Cole Beasley 

(15.06 -WR64) 

Evan Engram 

(10.07 – TE15) 

 Malcolm Brown 

(17.06 – RB54) 

T.Y. Hilton 

(19.06 – WR80) 

Hunter Henry 

(14.07 – TE23) 

 Damien Williams 

(18.07 – RB58) 

Emmanuel Sanders 

(21.06 – WR88) 

Jimmy Graham 

(27.06 – TE55) 

 Devontae Booker 

(18.08 – RB59) 

Jamal Agnew 

(22.07 – WR92) 

 

 Darrel Williams 

(20.07 – RB66) 

Quintez Cepheus 

(25.06 – WR104) 

 

 Ty Johnson 

(21.05 – RB70) 

DeSean Jackson 

(26.07 – WR110) 

 

 Matt Breida 

(23.06 – RB80) 

Adam Humphries 

(28.07 – WR124) 

 

 Anthony McFarland 

(24.07 – RB85) 

  

 Sony Michel 

(24.08 – RB86) 

  

 

My future assets included my own future first, along with three others, as well as a net addition 

of one second round pick.   

In season, there was a good amount of parity in the league.  For example, through 10 weeks, 

there were 10 teams between 7-3 and 5-5.  I was 6-4 and in line for a potential bye.   

I made two trades in the season to attempt to increase my championship equity.   

Trade 7: Give 2022 1st; Received Tyler Lockett and 2022 3rd   

The slide back in the draft was significant, but in a projected weaker class, the difference 

between a late first-round pick and a third-round pick was unlikely to be substantial.  Lockett 

was consistently undervalued by the market with multiple future hits well within his range of 

outcomes.  With injuries, Lockett went directly into weekly starter role in my offense. 
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Trade 8: Give 3 2022 1st; Received Deshaun Watson and Josh Jacobs 

I made another trade, approaching the deadline, where I gave three first round picks, all projected 

playoff firsts, for Deshaun Watson and Josh Jacobs.  Watson was not going to be a playoff-

contending asset but extended my window of elite Quarterback production beyond the end of 

Brady’s career.  My assumption was Watson would return in 2022, and even if he missed time, I 

had the ability to fill the missed time with Derek Carr or another year of Tom Brady.  If Watson 

returned, I would have an excess at Quarterback, with two Supermax QBs, along with a Core 

Asset in Carr, and Brady in a year-to-year window.   

This marks a stark shift in my Analytics of Dynasty strategy.  In prior years, I would accept QB2 

type production to build around depth at other positions.  Now, when I get the opportunity to 

trade for elite Quarterbacks at a discount, the upside is too great to pass up.   

Jacobs was a nontrivial part of the trade.  I would not have done a first for Jacobs straight up 

because I thought I could recreate the Jacobs production with spot starts.  Yet, to get the trade 

over the finish line, I was willing to give the price I thought Jacobs was worth. Jacobs was a 

solid addition as he gave me an additional Running Back to extend my starting lineup.  Jacobs 

would have been a potential selection in the fifth-round when I traded back to the eighth-round 

while adding a future first round rookie pick.  I then traded the 8.11 for 11.02 (Mike Davis) and a 

2022 2nd.  By waiting a few weeks into the season, the Davis and 2022 2nd round rookie pick 

aspects of this cascade-type trade were largely free assets.  Jacobs also fit as a 2022 asset that 

could extend my contending window with multiple elite Quarterbacks.   

The team made the 4th seed and finished third in the league after a semifinals loss before a 

victory in the consolation game.  My team was able to finish with a 7-2 all-play19 record in the 

playoffs, with the only losses coming during the semi-finals. 

My team broke even financially while setting myself up to contend in 2022.  My Wide Receiver 

corps will be a work in progress, but is a solvable problem, particularly where I am aiming to 

win instead of being attractive to the dynasty market.  My optionality at the Quarterback position 

should, along with my strength at Tight End, should allow me to address Wide Receiver if 

necessary.   

  

 
19 All playing all teams each week, including those teams in the championship and consolation bracket.   
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Rebuilding Teams 

One of the critical shifts I have made in dynasty leagues since 2020 has been to avoid long 

rebuilds.  In my prior strategic rebuilds, I would take long-term, multi-year approaches to turning 

a team around, with the aim of becoming an elite team, and rebuilding until I reached that end.   

Much in the way productive struggles are unnecessary, so are multi-year rebuilds.  If you are not 

attempting to compete in the upcoming season you are playing dynasty fantasy football wrong.   

Background 

The league was a 2QB league, with 6 point passing touchdowns and Tight End premium, with 

.15 points per receiving yard and 1.5 points per reception for Tight Ends.  The format included 

two Quarterbacks, two Running Backs, three Wide Receivers, one Tight End, and two flex 

players.   

In 2020, I finished the league 5-8 with an all-play record of 0.427, the third-worst mark in the 

league for each metric.  By points scored the team was better, ranking 7th, but much closer to 10th 

than 6th.  My team was a clear tier away from contending for the playoffs, and another tier from 

contending for a bye.  The team in first place scored 416 points more than my team, or 32 points 

per game, more than 3WORP of an advantage.  

To win a championship, I truly needed to improve my team with a focus on players that could 

increase my lineup production substantially.   

The 35-man roster allowed a lot of flexibility, with key players including Kyler Murray, 

Matthew Stafford, Jameis Winston, Nick Chubb, Leonard Fournette, Damien Harris, Alexander 

Mattison, Davante Adams, Marquise Brown, A.J. Green, Julio Jones, Cole Kmet, and Evan 

Engram.   

The luck would come in the form of a trade I made in 2019 that had long-lasting consequences.  

In July 2019, I traded Damien Williams, James Washington, and a 2020 2nd for a 2021 1st, Elijah 

McGuire, and A.J. Green.  The pick would quickly turn in a positive direction and became the 

2021 1.01.   

My own first round pick was 1.03 with my own allotment of picks in the third slot of each round.   

Failed Negotiations 

Some of the defining moves of my rebuild were the ones I did not make.   

I had three angles I pursued through the offseason with limited success.  First, I attempted to 

trade Davante Adams for a core Wide Receiver and a future pick.  Attempts to pivot Adams to a 

younger Wide Receiver, like D.J. Moore and a first-round pick were unsuccessful.  Similar 

attempts to arbitrage Adams for an older contending Wide Receiver and future picks were also 

unsuccessful.   

Second, I was unable to trade Kyler Murray for a Supermax Quarterback.  While I was hopeful 

Murray would ascend into this elite tier, I wanted to leverage his value into a higher tier at the 

position but failed to acquire the likes of Dak Prescott.   
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Third, I was unable to find a trading partner for Marquise Brown at a first-round rookie pick type 

cost and Julio Jones at a second-round rookie pick plus type cost.   

The failed attempts are a good lesson.  When you think you are in a rebuilding phase, trading 

contending assets in the offseason is not always the best solution.  You could be wrong about 

your team and it could actually be a contender in season.  In the event things go better than you 

expect, contending assets are useful.  Even if you are not competitive in season, Davante Adams 

will be attractive to teams who are contending, and with a team’s needs more apparent and 

urgent, Adams could be more valuable to dynasty GMs in your league during the season than in 

the offseason.   

If you cannot get your full price for a contending asset in a rebuild, be careful on selling them 

short.  If your team rebuild is quicker than expected, or players overperform your expectations, 

you may be an actual contending team that uses the player.   

In deciding to trade players, you need to balance the difference between yours and the market’s 

valuation, with the risk the player will go down in cost.  In many ways, this becomes a risk 

tolerance decision you need to make on an individual level.  Holding onto tradable players is 

always a balance but be careful selling for something less than you think a player is worth 

because it eliminates options open for a Two Way Go.      

Trade 1: Nick Chubb, 1.01 for David Montgomery, 1.04, 1.06, and 2023 1st  

In my rebuild, I wanted optionality.  In this deal, negotiated for weeks, I achieved this mission.   

Ultimately, the pick portion of this deal was what was important.  I did not view the presumptive 

1.01, Trevor Lawrence, as the elite asset the dynasty community did.  Instead, I viewed the top 

four Quarterbacks in the rookie draft, Lawrence, Zach Wilson, Trey Lance, and Justin Fields as 

closer to random bets.  Likewise, I included Kyle Pitts and Najee Harris within a tier with the top 

6 picks.  I also liked Ja’Marr Chase but was unlikely to pay the elite price to acquire him in the 

top half of the first round of the rookie draft.   

As I viewed the top 6 picks much closer to random than the market did, trading down from 1.01 

to 1.04 and 1.06 allowed me to take multiple selections in the tier, while also getting a future 

2023 first round rookie pick.   

Taking a downgrade from Nick Chubb to David Montgomery was the avenue for the pick 

upgrade.  The difference between Chubb and Montgomery was closer than the market 

appreciated.  Chubb was the better talent, but both lacked top 3 seasonal finish upside.  At the 

time, Chubb was in the final year of his rookie deal, while Montgomery had a multiple-year 

rookie contract commitment.  If both played a full season, they were strong bets for RB1 

finishes.  

Returning Montgomery in the trade allowed me the ultimate teambuilding flexibility.  If I 

became competitive, Montgomery was a player that could help my team win in 2021.  If my 

team was not competitive, Montgomery represented another player I could trade for rebuilding 

assets if the price was right or hold for a 2022 contending run.   
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Trade 2: Give 1.04 for D’Andre Swift 

Just before the draft, I made a trade of 1.04 for D’Andre Swift.  With 1.03, 1.04, and 1.06, I had 

the room to make a trade for a veteran if the value was right.  I viewed Swift as the best non-

Quarterback in the draft and used Swift over Najee Harris as a thought process proxy for the 

trade.  This deal put my contending window closer to the present.   

Pick 1: Kyle Pitts (1.03) 

Trevor Lawrence and Justin Fields were the first two picks of the draft.  With Kyler Murray, 

Matthew Stafford, and Jameis Winston my existing Quarterbacks, I did not have a need and felt 

comfortable taking the best player in the draft.  I selected Pitts with the thought Najee Harris was 

likely to fall to 1.06.   

Pick 2: Najee Harris (1.06) 

Trey Lance and Ja’Marr Chase were selected at 1.04 and 1.05 respectively, leaving Harris as the 

clear best remaining player in the tier.  Harris, added to Swift made the team a contender 

immediately.   

Trade 3: Give 2.03 and 3.03; Receive 1.13 and 4.06 

I made a point to target Trey Sermon in rookie drafts.  The trade up from 2.03, a range 

dominated by Wide Receivers, at a downgrade in the rookie pick dead zone after the second 

round, was a small price to pay to trade for a target player.   

Pick 3: Trey Sermon (1.13) 

I selected Sermon.  Sermon has been unsuccessful to date, but I was able to pivot in Trade 6.   

Pick 4: Kene Nwangwu (4.03) 

Nwangwu was simply a base rates play.  As an early fourth round pick in the NFL Draft, there 

were clearly worse base rate bets going ahead of Nwangwu.  Nwangwu was buried on the depth 

chart in Minnesota, but I was going to stash Nwangwu on the rookie taxi squad.   

Pick 5: Jermar Jefferson (4.06) 

Jermar Jefferson was a bet on landing the third Running Back in Detroit.  There were similar 

players later in the draft, Khalil Herbert and Jaret Patterson, who had a better start to their careers 

than Jefferson.   

Pick 6: John Bates (5.03) 

In a Tight End premium format, John Bates had value as a fourth round NFL Draft pick out of 

Boise State.  Bates, like Nwangwu and Jefferson, would be a stash on the taxi squad.   

Trade 4: Give Trey Sermon and Cole Kmet; Receive D.J. Moore and Donald 

Parham 
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This deal was made in August and was a consolidation deal of two contributing players for a 

Core Asset and a Partial Contributor Tight End.  In the format, having depth options at the Tight 

End position in Parham was not insignificant.  The addition of Moore added to my team, moving 

Moore into my WR2 position.  The trade would move Marquise Brown to WR3 and push Julio 

Jones and A.J. Green into my flex considerations, more natural spots for their production profiles 

at this point in their career. 

2021 Season 

Through 7 weeks, I led the league in points per game (202.5) by 9 points, with a 6-1 record.  I 

did not expect this, but Kyler Murray (QB3), Matthew Stafford (QB6), D’Andre Swift (RB2), 

Najee Harris (RB5), Leonard Fournette (RB9), Davante Adams (WR4), Marquise Brown (WR6), 

and D.J. Moore (WR9) were playing above my collective expectations.  The breakouts of 

Murray, Swift, Harris, and Brown were particularly surprising.   

Trade 5: Give Jameis Winston for Jimmy Garoppolo 

Jameis Winston offered me a good QB3 entering the season.  Prior efforts to trade him in the 

offseason were unsuccessful, but his value on the roster left me an insurance policy.  He was 

then injured in Week 8, which coincided with my loss of Murray.  This left me particularly 

vulnerable to taking 0 points in the lineup in my second QB spot.   

Garoppolo was a good option in the lineup as a contending team looking to get through choppy 

in-season waters.  In the long-term, I preferred Winston over Garoppolo, but not in a way that 

was meaningful.  I could not trust either player as a long-term option or a guaranteed 2022 

starter, so taking a bird in the hand in 2021 production on a team in contention was more 

valuable than stashing Winston on my injured reserve while taking 0 at my QB2 spot.   

Results 

The team faded with Murray, Swift, and Fournette missing time with injuries down the stretch.  I 

made the playoffs, finishing just behind the league leader in record and points scored but we 

shared the same conference, and he won the bye.  My team was the 3-seed but disappointed in 

Week 15 and lost in the first round of the playoffs.   

The team has a young set of weapons, with three first round picks over 2022 and 2023, which 

can be used to continue to add depth or trade-up at the Quarterback position for a potential 

Supermax Quarterback.   

I may still look to pivot at the Wide Receiver position, with a good variety of layered assets in 

Adams, Moore, and Brown to trade from.   
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Contending Teams 

In 2021, I pushed my chips in on contending teams more so than any other year.  There are a 

couple of important principles necessary to do this.   

First, make sure the player you are adding to your roster can make a difference.   

Second, if you are going to make a significant investment, make a dynasty trade that will help 

you for more than a year.   

Combining these two principles, you can make dynasty trades that improve your dynasty team in 

the present while not sacrificing the future.  In fact, done right, making trades to add to a 

contender will keep your championship window open for longer than standing pat on your roster.   

Background 

This team was in the same Safeleagues format as the Startup above.  The Safeleagues format is 

Superflex with 6 point passing touchdowns and -4 points per interception along with 2 points per 

reception for Tight Ends.  The format is otherwise straight PPR, with starting requirements of 

one Quarterback, two Running Backs, three Wide Receivers, one Tight End, one Superflex 

position, and two flex positions.  The format puts a premium on good Quarterbacks and makes 

Tight Ends playable in the flex on a weekly basis.   

Over the course of the prior two seasons, I had 7 and 8 wins and ranked fifth in wins over the 

first two years of the dynasty league.  I left the 2020 season with Supermax, Star, Core, and 

potential Contributing Assets below.   

Quarterback Running Back Wide Receiver Tight End 

Josh Allen D’Andre Swift Mike Evans Hayden Hurst 

Matthew Stafford Leonard Fournette Calvin Ridley  

Philip Rivers Damien Harris Tee Higgins  

 Chase Edmonds JuJu Smith-Schuster  

 Ronald Jones Will Fuller  

 Zack Moss   

    

 

In addition to these players, there were a few low-end injury away Running Backs and depth 

Tight Ends. Overall, I viewed my core to include Josh Allen, Matthew Stafford, Leonard 

Fournette, Damien Harris, D’Andre Swift, Mike Evans, Will Fuller, Tee Higgins, Calvin Ridley, 

and JuJu Smith-Schuster.  

With two over .500 records in the prior two seasons, my team was good, but not to the level 

necessary to win a championship.  I needed to make changes to the team to increase my 

championship equity. In the aftermath of the 2020 season, Philip Rivers retired, leaving me with 

Josh Allen and Matthew Stafford as my starting Quarterbacks.   

Trade 1: Give Matthew Stafford, Mike Evans, JuJu Smith-Schuster; Receive 

Patrick Mahomes and Gus Edwards 
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My first trade was meant to transform my team.  In past strategies, I would not have dealt from 

Wide Receiver depth or traded three players I liked more than the market for virtually one asset.   

The question boiled down to what was more replaceable: the number one Quarterback in dynasty 

fantasy football or two WR2s in dynasty fantasy football?  If necessary, I could stream a Wide 

Receiver off the waiver wire, while I came up with solutions for my lack of depth.  On the other 

hand, I could not stream a QB1 overall-type performance.   

The trade took place before Matthew Stafford was traded to the Los Angeles Rams.  This may 

have slightly changed the equation but was unlikely to make a significant difference in the trade 

compensation.   

Mahomes paired with Allen, instantly gave me a high floor and high ceiling roster.  If you can 

get two top 6 Quarterbacks, you can play the rest of your roster at replacement level and make 

the playoffs.  In fact, I did not need to strip my team that far, as I maintained my two best non-

Quarterback assets in D’Andre Swift and Calvin Ridley.   

The acquisition of Gus Edwards was non-trivial.  Edwards was a high-end injury away Running 

Back I valued.  This trade left me with a Wide Receiver corps that was something I hardly 

recognized, headlined by Calvin Ridley, Will Fuller, and Tee Higgins.  I entered the season 

rostering those three along with Cordarelle Patterson and Adam Humphries, a Wide Receiver 

corps I would have never accepted in years past, but one I could survive given my strengths at 

other positions.   

Rookie Draft 

With the 1.10, 2.10, 3.10, and 4.10 in the rookie draft, I was unlikely to add a significant impact 

player for Week 1. 

 Pick 1: Mac Jones (1.10) 

Mac Jones was an interesting player in rookie drafts in 2021.  As the fifth Quarterback off the 

board in the NFL Draft, Jones was the 15th pick in the NFL Draft to the New England Patriots.  

From a base rate perspective, Jones was a similar bet to Trey Sermon.  I had them in the same 

tier with Jones ahead of Sermon, because he was more insulated and came from a higher value 

position.  Jones filled no need and was simply the best player in the draft.  His addition gave me 

flexibility and marketability if I needed to make a trade.  Jones also represented layering of 

assets.  Making trades in Superflex is more difficult if you are not giving back a Quarterback so 

adding Jones would allow me flexibility if I wanted to move up around values at the position.  

Likewise, if someone needed a Quarterback, I would have the potential depth to deal from in a 

trade.   

Pick 2: Rhamondre Stevenson (2.10) 

Stevenson was the third Running Back on the New England Patriots depth chart, behind Damien 

Harris and Sony Michel, both of whom had higher draft pedigree.  Pat Freiermuth, a Tight End 

ahead of Stevenson on my board was selected in front of me.  Stevenson figured to not help my 
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team immediately, but was the best player on my board, with the possibility of being a two-way 

producer.   

Pick 3: Chuba Hubbard (3.10) 

I was skeptical of the profile of Hubbard entering the NFL Draft but he had a clear opportunity to 

an injury-away role behind Christian McCaffrey in the Carolina backfield.  Hubbard had an early 

college career production profile that put him onto the Devy league radar.  With this name-value, 

rookies can have a better trade market than players without Devy value.  Hubbard was a fourth 

round NFL Draft pick, selected only six picks behind Stevenson, who I selected one round 

earlier in the rookie draft.  This made Hubbard an easy base rates arbitrage pick.   

Pick 4: Noah Gray (4.10) 

Noah Gray was a depth pick Tight End selection, who I thought was unlikely to make it long into 

my regular-season roster.  Given the roster constraints in the format, at this point in the draft 

long-term bets are suboptimal.  My hope was Gray could perform well enough in the offseason 

to warrant a roster stash or become part of a trade package.   

Regular Season  

The production of Cordarelle Patterson was a significant alteration of my team’s arc.  Through 

five weeks, Patterson ranked as WR7 in points per game, a significant addition from what was 

otherwise a depth option.   

Trade 2: Give Mark Ingram; Receive 2022 3rd Round Rookie Pick and 2022 4th 

Round Rookie Pick 

Mark Ingram became a starter in Houston, and I was able to trade him after a 14.5 point Week 1 

performance.  The picks were liquidity in the building process, with the ability to use them later 

in the season, when there was more certainty about higher impact players than in September.  

Trading Ingram opened up a roster spot where I was able to add C.J. Uzomah before his breakout 

Week 4 game against Jacksonville.   

Trade 3: Give Chuba Hubbard; Receive Hunter Henry 

Selecting Hubbard paid off with an early-season injury to Christian McCaffrey.  With his 

increase in valuation, I could use my depth at Running Back to address a need at Tight End.  

This is a good example of why you do not draft for need.  Draft good players, which builds 

depth, and you can trade from depth when the opportunity presents itself.  By doing this I was 

able to pivot from a day three injury away Running Back to a Contributing Asset in Henry, who 

became a key lineup option for me down the stretch of the season.   

Trade 4: Give Will Fuller, Tee Higgins, Calvin Ridley, 2022 1st, 2022 2nd, 2022 3rd 

Receive Stefon Diggs and Tyreek Hill 

Calvin Ridley stepping away from football while Will Fuller remained on injured reserve the 

entire year was the type of problem that required a big solution.  Without Ridley and Fuller, I 

was relying on Higgins, Patterson, and a rotation of waiver wire additions playing at a 
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replacement level.  Mahomes and Allen could drag me a long way, but by relying on a WR2 on 

Cincinnati, Patterson, and some waiver wire streamer players, I was wasting championship 

equity.   

This trade happened about 10 days after Ridley announced he would be stepping away from 

football indefinitely.  Initial negotiations revolved around Stefon Diggs or Tyreek Hill for Swift, 

but we pivoted to a broader deal.   

I used Ridley, Higgins, Fuller, along with the first three rounds of draft picks in 2022 to press my 

chips in on Diggs and Hill.  I did not know when Ridley would return, but I had a clear 

contending window open.  Over the long term, Ridley could compete with Diggs and Hill.  But 

without producing in 2021, I was wasting prime competing time for a team built to win in the 

short and long term.  Also, by stacking Allen and Diggs along with Mahomes and Hill, I had an 

enormous upside.   

Trade 5: Give Mac Jones, 2022 3rd, 4th; Receive Davante Adams 

If I tried to trade the rookie pick where I drafted Mac Jones, 1.10, during the rookie draft for 

Davante Adams, I almost certainly would have been rejected.  However, when the trade deadline 

approaches, buyers of contending assets can find discount stars where the opposing team has 

fallen out of contention.  This is another example of why drafting the best player available is 

always the right option.  If I tried to address a need in a May rookie draft, I may not have thought 

it was an elite Wide Receiver that was a necessity.  Likewise, it would have been much more 

difficult to make a trade with a Wide Receiver I selected at that point in the rookie draft.   

Additionally, the source of my picks for this deal was the picks in Trade 2 above.  In essence, I 

traded Mark Ingram and Mac Jones for Davante Adams.  The difference in the two deals is an 

example of how important it is to make trades for elite assets when making win now moves.  

Ingram ultimately did not help the person who traded for him in September, while the assets I 

stockpiled in the Ingram deal were used to acquire an elite asset that actually increased 

championship equity in Adams.   

Championship 

The team entered the playoffs as a three-seed in a league with a lot of parity.  Despite leading the 

league in points, my roster finished two games back from the 1 seed at 8-6 and did not clinch a 

playoff spot until Week 14 of the regular season, the final regular-season week.   

My team got big performances from Mahomes, Hill, and Henry in Week 15 to fend off a huge 

Mark Andrews week by my opponent, an AOD subscriber.  The Week 16 performance was 

fueled by a 65-point performance from Allen and Mahomes, with Adams adding 33.4 points.  

The championship week was again fueled by Adams, posting 30.6 points on Sunday Night 

Football, which gave me a 4.5-point championship win.   

Overall, I went 9-0 in all play in the playoffs, winning every would-be matchup in the playoffs 

and besting both teams in the consolation bracket.  Had I followed the Productive Struggle or my 

old methods, I never would have been in a position to win this championship.  You can learn 
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from my mistakes: appreciate when championship windows open, realize they may not be open 

long, and act aggressively to add Star assets to maximize your championship equity when you 

find yourself in that window.   

My team remains in good shape going forward, with Supermax Quarterbacks in Allen and 

Mahomes, to go along with four Star Assets in D’Andre Swift, Davante Adams, Tyreek Hill, and 

Stefon Diggs.  My first and only rookie pick in the 2022 rookie draft will be my fourth round 

draft pick: 4.12.   

 

 


